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Discover . Imagine . Create . Celebrate . Plant . Grow

WELCOME MESSAGE

FROM THE MINISTER FOR TOURISM INDUSTRY
DEVELOPMENT, THE HON KATE JONES MP.
Welcome to Woodfordia for a long weekend celebrating
music, dance, art, folklore and most importantly, our
environment.
The Planting is an inspiring event created to maintain
the healthy, forested parkland of Woodfordia for
the enjoyment of present and future generations. I
encourage all attendees to get involved through the
diverse range of activities.
The Queensland Government supports events like The
Planting and other key events because of the $800
million they contribute to our economy.
Regional events mean regional tourism jobs – which
are only created because you and thousands of other
people have turned up to explore.
Congratulations to all those involved in organising the
event and I encourage visitors to ensure they allow time
to explore the surrounding region and its diverse and
iconic tourism experiences while here.
The Hon Kate Jones MP
Minister for Tourism Industry Development

The festival gratefully acknowledges the
contribution of those whose logos appear here.

The Forest Woodfordia Vegetation Plan

For over two decades, our land, Woodfordia, has been
loved by you, our patrons, through the evolution of
The Planting Festival and the ever-growing Treehugger
family, who gather on the last Sunday of each month
to care for this bountiful place. Each one of us here
contributes to the grand landscaping design of the
culturally-enriching home that is our Woodfordia. Thank
you for participating in our Vegetation Plan.

The BioDiscovery Project

This year we are celebrating biodiversity conservation
through citizen science engagement in the
BioDiscovery Project, supported by an Advance
Queensland Engaging Science Grant provided by the
Queensland Government. Become a BioDiscovery
Scientist via fieldtrips with conservation scientists
and the DiscoveryLab venue programme. Gather
scientific data by taking pictures on your phone of any
creature, plant or fungi you come across and submit
it through the free QuestaGame app for mapping and
identification. Find out more at the Forest Woodfordia
and DiscoveryLab venues.
Proudly supported by:

Scan here to download our App

The traditional Custodians for
Woodfordia are members of the
Jinibara Nation. The Jinibara people
are comprised of the descendants of
Fanny Mason, known as Jowalmel, who
was born in the 1840s at Woodford
and Johnny McKenzie, known as
Wangiramu born in 1826 near Kilcoy.
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Welcome
In putting The Planting together, it’s easy to become aware
of just how many people are involved every day in repairing
our natural systems – they’re everywhere – pioneers in the
new frontier driven by the awareness that our shared planet is
stressing. Optimism rides high and it’s a joy to be around such
people.

It’s getting harder though, to be optimistic. Climate Change is
no longer about our children’s future. According to scientists,
it’s about our own – in our own lifetime. We know the problems,
but if we focus on those, we’ll remove from our minds that
beautiful future we can picture. If we can see it, the vision will
guide the millions of little decisions we make every day to find
the solutions. It’s a puzzle we must solve if our humankind is to
sustain.
The Planting is our Woodfordian Community’s small
contribution; one that might propose a few solutions. We hope
it helps to maintain our optimism and keep our imagination
focussed on our beautiful future. Mixing with, listening to and
observing those who inspire us helps. You’ll find those people
in abundance at The Planting. We can applaud those on the
frontline in the battle against the uncaring. We can get inside
the minds of exceptional artists, hear of the work of exceptional
scientists, dispense with our daily lashings of public hubris and
celebrate – it’s our duty to the planet.
On behalf of us all of here at Woodfordia and all who contribute,
welcome to this year’s contribution and celebration.

Bill Hauritz AM
Executive Director, Woodfordia Inc.

MANY WORKSHOPS ARE
LIMITED IN NUMBERS. TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT PLEASE
BOOK ALL WORKSHOPS WITH A
CAPACITY ONLINE.
WWW.THEPLANTINGFESTIVAL.COM

The Planting
PMB 2 Woodford Qld 4514
P: 07 5496 1066
info@theplantingfestival.com
www.theplantingfestival.com
The Planting is organised by Woodfordia Inc., a community
based non-profit organisation whose objective is to foster
the folk movement.
Cover artwork and illustrations by Gavin Ryan.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
PAUL SONGHURST
Paul is a registered landscape
architect, public space planner and
educator with experience across a
breadth of projects and an interest in
the intersection between people and
the environment.
NATIVE GRASSES

Plant some native grasses from
South East Queensland and learn
about their application in soil and
ecosystem restoration and their
value as a food source to wildlife.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15

JULIAN GRIGG
Julian is a long-time Woodfordian
and a dedicated TreeHugger who
works on the Soil Restoration and
Fungi projects. He was the Forest
Woodfordia Department Head at the
2017 Woodford Folk Festival.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
FUNGI GARDENS

Create fungi gardens around planted
trees, using logs and mulch. Learn
about the essential role decomposer
fungi play in ecosystems and how to
help them to fulfil their key function.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15

BOB BELL
Bob is a passionate Australian
native orchids enthusiast
and specialist who co-leads
Woodfordia's Orchids Project to
establish orchid plants onsite.
NATIVE ORCHIDS

Visit existing orchids and
help to spruce them up. Learn
about native orchids, their
interesting lifestyles, and how
to propagate and care for these
fascinating plants.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15
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PETER MACQUEEN
A horticulture teacher
with an interest in native
plants and conservation of
invertebrates, Peter co-leads
the Butterfly and Other
Invertebrates Project, is a
dedicated TreeHugger and
Department Head of the
Forest Woodfordia’s roaming
butterflies during festivals.
SAT BUNYA 8:00AM
SAT SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING
POINT 3:00PM
BUTTERFLY AND OTHER
INVERTEBRATES PROJECT

Provide suitable host food
plants which are essential for
butterflies, their caterpillars
and other invertebrates. While
you contribute to enhancing
Woodfordia's biodiversity,
Peter Macqueen will share
information about butterflies
and other creatures and their
lifestyles.
SAT BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15

DAVID AHRENS AND CELIA
DUFFY
David and Celia are avid
TreeHuggers, caring for our
nursery, The Orchid Project
and leading the Sisterhood of
the Travelling Plants, in which
Woodfordians adopt seedlings
that become stage plants upon
their return to site.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
THE SISTERHOOD OF THE
TRAVELLING PLANTS

Help rejuvenate the
potted plants that adorn
Woodfordia’s festivals,
preparing the plants for their
transfer to the new nursery.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15

DURNFORD DART
‘Mr. Bamboo’ is the name
by which Durnford Dart is
popularly known. After serving
6 years in the R.A.A.F. and
building a highly successful
business in the auto recycling
business, in 1989 his love for
the land led him to establish
‘Belli Bamboo Parkland’
located in Noosa Heads. He
educates the populace on
the benefits of growing this
wonderful environmentally
friendly renewable resource.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
BAMBOO FOREST PRUNING

Contribute to caring for
Woodfordia's Bamboo
Forest. Learn about bamboo
maintenance and the vision of
our bamboo future.
SAT BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15

THE TREEHUGGERS
Woodfordia’s TreeHuggers are
a dedicated and friendly bunch
of volunteers who gather on
the last weekend of every
month for a social campout
and a sing-along around the
Saturday night fire, and to care
for our land Woodfordia on
the Sunday. Many Treehugger
folk are passionate leaders
of various environmental
projects related to certain
aspects of the ecosystem, be
it cycads, fungi or butterflies.
You are invited to become a
part of the Treehugger family,
to experience the magic of
Woodfordia on a regular basis.
Visit Forest Woodfordia for
more information.

Planting for All

This project is integral to restoring Woodfordia's landscape and biodiversity. Your participation
contributes to our landscape design, creates shade, diversifies habitat and makes the site beautiful.
Consider closed shoes, a hat, water bottle, gloves, and mattocks. All welcome – and there’s a special, lofty
musical treat from Angel Strings as you gather.
SAT SUN BUNYA 7:30AM

CYCADS PLANTING PROJECT

Cycads may look like palms, or
ferns, but are actually related
to conifers. Learn about these
prehistoric and endangered
plants from Grahame and Cathy,
who will also show you how to
plant and care for them.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15

JJ BRUCE
JJ is an environmental scientist
(honours), specialising in the
performance of onsite sewage
treatment systems. He has
worked in collaboration with Arris
Water, designing and installing
onsite systems and polishing
wetlands.
STP WETLAND MAINTENANCE

Join JJ Bruce for a practical
demonstration on how to
design, operate and maintain
polishing wetlands. Expect to
get wet and muddy but have a
really good time in the wetlands
of the Woodfordia STP.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15

ROBERT PRICE
Rob is a botanist who specialises
in rainforest plants and threatened
species. He also creates ecological
infographics and contributes to
books and ecological education
courses.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 3:00PM

CAROLINE JEFFREYS-RADY
Caroline is a qualified and
experienced early childhood
teacher/pre-school director.
As an active TreeHugger and
lover of nature, Caroline
loves guiding children into
nature play.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM

FIONA DAVY
Fiona is a private tutor, writer
Walk on the wild side with Rob
and animal rescuer, a member of
and James and contribute to the
Bats Qld and Wildcare Australia,
increase of diversity of Woodfordia’s and a volunteer with RSPCA Qld.
tree species, by planting a range of A dedicated TreeHugger, Fiona
unique trees.
leads TreeHugging Kids.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15
TREEHUGGING KIDS
SANDRA TUSZYNSKA
You’re going to be imagining
Dr Sandra is Woodfordia’s
and creating your own magical
Environmental Projects Officer, a
kingdom where enchanted
biologist who loves all creatures
creatures will live and frolic with
great and small, and a soil
native animals, insects, reptiles
microbiologist with a special
and birds. By planting native
interest in fungi and their
trees and shrubs you’ll provide
wondrous mycelium.
food, shelter and a playground
SAT BUNYA 8:00AM
for Woodfordia’s wildlife.
DISCOVERYLAB 10:30AM LILLY
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
PILLY 11:40AM THE GROVE
ANDREW MAITLAND
4:10PM
Andrew is a dedicated
SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
TreeHugger and a teacher, who
DISCOVERYLAB 10:30AM FIELD
TRIP MEETING POINT 1:00PM
loves silviculture, the cultivation
DISCOVERYLAB 2:00PM
of trees.
RARE AND ENDANGERED
SPECIES

WEEDFORDIA

De-weedify Woodfordia with
the Wild Weeds Woman, Donna
Farrell, in two short, sharp
sessions: one for the early risers
and one for those who need a
second cuppa before their day
gets started.
MON FOREST WOODFORDIA
7:00AM

TREE SHAPING

Work with Andrew to prune and
shape Woodfordia's trees to help
them develop and thrive. Bring
your own tools and protective
gear for this tree-enriching
activity.
SAT SUN BUNYA 8:00AM
CAPACITY 10

ENVIRONMEMTAL PROJECTS

GRAHAME AND CATHY
JACKSON
Dedicated TreeHuggers and
cycads enthusiasts, Grahame
and Cathy have been leading our
Cycads, Palms and Ferns Project
since 2009. They passionately
share knowledge about rare
and endangered Cycads,
reintroducing these plants to
Woodfordia, along with rainforest
palms and ferns.
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THE SACRED UNION LABYRINTH

Robin Clayfield and her magical troupe of ceremony
holders, installation artists and musicians invite you
to walk the labyrinth anytime, attend a ceremony, the
workshop or other musical performances. Musicians
Andy Copeman and Laurel Hefferon support your
Labyrinth journeys during the ceremonies with heartopening, earth connecting songs, chants and beats.

WEAVING AND LABYRINTH
BEAUTIFICATION WORKSHOP
Enjoy bamboo splitting, learn banana-fibre making,
then weave garden edges from both to decorate the
labyrinth for the ceremonies, and for walking any time
throughout the festival.
SAT SACRED UNION LABYRINTH 9:30AM
CAPACITY 20

CEREMONY: DEEPEN IN LOVE WITH
OURSELVES AND OUR WORLD

Strengthen and celebrate the power of love: for
ourselves, our friends, our community and our world.
Connect more deeply with our love of nature. Find
your freedom with whatever stirs within.

The Sacred Union Labyrinth
Sombasha

SAT SACRED UNION LABYRINTH 11:30AM

LABYRINTH WALK TO MUSIC

Malcolm Fielding performs beautiful original and Middle
Eastern melodies to compliment and enhance your
personal Labyrinth walk.
SAT SUN SACRED UNION LABYRINTH 4:30PM

CEREMONY: PLANT SEEDS FOR YOUR
FUTURE

Celebrate the richness of your life and all that’s good in
our world. Invite more of The Planting energy in by letting
the old go, and planting new seeds for yourself, your
loved ones and a better world.
SUN SACRED UNION LABYRINTH 11:30AM

SOMBASHA

Sombasha is a collaboration of multidisciplined dancers who
will take you on a journey through Brazil’s dance and music
culture, from the bubbling of Frevo from Pernambuco, Afro
Brazilian styles of Bahia to Samba no Pe from Rio de Janeiro.
SAT POND 7:00PM

ANGEL STRINGS

Formed in 2004 by a
quartet passionate about
creating beautiful string
music in as many contexts as
possible, under the direction
of cellist Kathryn McKee, Angel
Strings group has shared the
stage with Hans Zimmer, Harry
Connick Jr, Archie Roach and
William Barton.
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Angel Strings

SAT SUN BUNYA 7:30AM
SUN POND 6:45PM

MEMETICA

Specialising in giant-scale
theatrical interventions
and site-specific spectacle,
Memetica uses the uniquely
customised designs of
Daniele Poidomani to
imagine new worlds
and their inhabitants, to
construct impossibly real
fictions, and to engineer
wonder as a shared mass
experience.

WELCOME CEREMONY
Every year, Woodfordia welcomes family
and friends old and new as we ignite the
festival, with Bob Robinson, Rick Roser
and the Jinibara Emerging Dance Troupe.
FRI POND 7:00PM

CEREMONIAL TREE PLANTING
Celebrate the beautiful culture of Brazil as
it’s made manifest in Australia, with Som
De Calcada and Sombasha.
SAT POND 7:00PM

THE BONFIRE
Gather to share your light, whisper
promises and spread the warmth of the
Bonfire, with beautiful music by Angel
Strings. Write your wishes Near Kin Kin.
Bring your own candle to place on the
Pond from 6:00PM. (Only reject grade
timber is used for the fire, and no liquid
fuels or propellants are used.)

BOB ‘2 TOOTS’ ROBINSON

An experienced didgeridoo performer and
teacher based on the Sunshine Coast, Bob has
been playing since he was eight years old. Bob’s
musical career includes the Australian Navy Band,
and teaching the history and introduction to
practical playing of the didgeridoo in Queensland
schools. He has been playing in the Fire Event for
the past 16 years.
FRI POND 7:00PM

RICK ROSER

Rick has been presenting and promoting
Indigenous culture for over thirty years,
and joins us again as an integral part of
Woodfordia’s traditional Aboriginal firelighting
ceremonies.
FRI POND 7:00PM

SUN POND 6:45PM

SOM DE CALCADA

Som De Calçada (pronounced: solm-jee-kalsada
- meaning ‘sounds of the footpath’) are a fresh,
young, Brazilian Roots music group playing an
acoustic mixture of old and new MPB (Música
Popular Brasileira), Forró (a more tropical, folkloric
sound originating from the north east of Brazil) and
samba (the most well-known rhythmic style).

CEREMONY

Som De Calcada

FRI BUNYA 10:45PM
SAT POND 7:00PM

JINIBARA EMERGING
DANCE TROUPE

The Jinibara Emerging Dance Troup
have been formed, with support
from custodians Uncle Noel Blair and
Uncle Kenny Murphy, to conserve
and develop stronger links to their
traditional culture by preserving and
documenting the ancient stories of
the Jinibara people, through newly
created cultural dance.
FRI POND 7:00PM
SAT POND 10:45AM

Jinibara Emerging Dance Troupe
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BRISBANE BACKYARD BEES

Caitlin Syme

Paul Wood teaches people how to
care for bees in a healthy backyard
hive, by supplying Top-Bar hives and
bees and spending time with the new
beekeeper as they get to know their
bees. His purpose is to help restore
the relationship between people and
bees by promoting healthy practices in
a clean environment, where bees are
respected and nurtured and valued for
the amazing creatures they are.

TOP BAR BEE KEEPING
As much of humanity has become
disconnected from the earth, we’ve
neglected our relationship with many
creatures. Honeybees have become
participants in a broken agricultural
system which is compromising their
health and resilience. A Top Bar
Hive is a hive that is designed to be
sympathetic to the bees’ lifestyle – it
is effectively a horizontal, hollow
log. Paul likes to see it as free-range
beekeeping – a very simple, clean,
healthy and intimate way of caring
for bees.
SAT LILLY PILLY 10:30AM

HELEN ANDREW

Helen is the founder of Spare Harvest,
a marketplace that connects people
to exchange what they have spare in
their kitchens and gardens.

SPARE HARVEST IN CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Jarra is a co-founder and director
of the Community Power Agency.
Over the past decade she has cofounded and worked for a range of
community organisations and social
enterprises, from food to energy,
advocacy to banking.

STEVE HOY

CAITLIN SYME

Dr Syme is a palaeontologist and
Project Officer at the Office of the
Queensland Chief Scientist. She is
also the vice-chair of the Australian
Citizen Science Association,
Queensland Chapter.

JAMES GULLISON

James is the Chairperson of the
Queensland Chapter of the Australian
Citizen Science Association and Project
Officer of the Coastal Community
Engagement Program at Griffith
University. He has always had an
interest in the natural environment
and shares his passions as an
environmental facilitator and advocate
of citizen science.

CITIZEN SCIENCE PANEL
Citizen science allows everyday
people to make contributions to
research and scientific data through
a variety of projects. Find out about
citizen science applications in
Queensland and how you can get
involved in your community.

Spare stuff at home? A bumper
food harvest? Tools and equipment
sitting idle? Looking for home-grown
produce? Need to stretch your food
budget? Want to eat fresher produce? SAT GROVE 4:10PM
Eager to link with people who think
like you do? Keen to be a more
NICK HILTON
sustainably led business? Spare
Nick is a registered Acupuncturist
Harvest is a growing community
and Chinese herbalist with prior
of people who want to thrive on
experience and training as a
sustainable living. It starts with having
naturopath and massage therapist.
spare home food and garden gear and
He has a knack for turning
connecting with others who want it.
complex language into something
SUN GROVE 1:45PM
accessible for everyone.
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JARRA HICKS

Steve is a global utility industry
executive and expert in smart grid
and distributed energy resource
management systems. He has over
35 years experience in engineering,
IT and strategy concentrating on the
utilities sector and is currently CEO of
Enosi Australia.

TOM MORRIS

Tom is an electrical engineer
specialising in sustainable power
systems and the transition to
renewable energy. He is a senior
research consultant at the Institute for
Sustainable Futures at UTS and a cofounder and director of Kairos Power.

WOODFORDIA’S RENEWABLE
ENERGY
Bill Hauritz hosts a panel – Tom
Morris, Jarra Hicks and Steve Hoy
– in a discussion looking at the
opportunities for the Woodfordian
Community to be part of the
renewable energy revolution and the
rise of decentralised and community
energy. Topics will include: the basics
of renewable energy; emerging
energy retail models; and perhaps
Woodfordia’s part in a groundbreaking energy retail software trial.
SUN BUNYA 10:00AM

CHINESE MEDICINE: FIVE
ELEMENTS AND FOUR
SEASONS
Nick will talk about the role
the five elements of Chinese
Medicine can play in the seasons
and cycles of our lives.
SAT LILLY PILLY 2:00PM

Dr Riesz is a facilitator with Climate
for Change, and a renewable energy
engineer at the Australian Energy
Market Operator, the organisation that
operates the Australian electricity grid.

NELL AZURI

Nell is a woman on a mission to raise
the social and political will for climate
solutions. A Sunshine Coast local,
she’s been to Canberra and back
again, trying to get some movement
happening. She’s a co-ordinator
for Citizens Climate Lobby and a
volunteer for Climate for Change.

CAPTIVATING CLIMATE
CONVERSATIONS
What do you get if you cross a
Tupperware party with climate
change? An enlightening, frank and
empowering conversation about
what’s wrong and how we can fix it.
Join a conversation, develop tools to
talk about it and help this topic go
viral to inspire action.

THIAGO BARBOSA

Thiago is the director of Syntropic
Farms and has been growing food
since childhood. Thiago grew up as
part of an Indigenous community
that farmed within the forest, and
is a pioneer of syntropic farming,
developing several systems at Byron
Bay Harvest. Initially the soil of the
land was sandy and very lacking in
nutrients, and he’s now growing
lettuce, coriander, zucchini, mulberry
and more. He facilitates workshops
and helps farmers transition from
conventional to regenerative practices
common in Brazil, across Australia.
SAT BUNYA 10:30AM CHRYSALIS
1:00PM

LIFE IN SYNTROPY

PETER HARNEY

Regenerative syntropic agroforestry
mimics the natural processes of some
of the most abundant ecosystems
on the planet – forests. Thiago will
explain the forest, water and nutrient
cycles and human function within
these principles with a vision of
producing an abundant food supply
while regenerating the Earth.
SAT BUNYA 10:30AM

FIND YOUR VOICE:
AUSTRALIA’S HUMAN RIGHTS
RECORD REVIEWED

Dominique is an award-winning
naturopath and herbalist who has
a love for all things alchemical.
She holds a Masters in Public
Health Promotion, is the founder of
Medicineroom Naturopathic Herbal
Dispensary and the author of two
best-selling wellness books.

SAT SUN CRAFTY BAR PODS 10:30AM
CAPACITY 12 AGES 15+

Peter Harney (PhD) was a member of
a Non-Government Organisation in
Geneva for 5 years, working to bring
denial and violations of human
rights to the attention of the Human
Rights Council.

In 2020, our human rights record over
the past 5 years will be reviewed by
172 nations using a mechanism: ‘The
Universal Periodic Review’ (UPR) of the
United Nations. If you are passionate
about the fundamental rights of
ordinary Australians – especially those
who are excluded and marginalized
– then put in a submission to hold
politicians accountable for their
policies and behaviour.
SUN GROVE 3:00PM

DOMINIQUE LIV KAMAL

FRI SHARMY’S KITCHEN 6:00PM
SAT LILLY PILLY 12:45PM MORTAR &
PESTLE 5:30PM
SAT SUN MORTAR & PESTLE 8:00AM

HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST
DOCTOR

Prevent illness and boost your body’s
immunity with simple recipes that
you can use as medicine at home. You
can be healthier than ever with these
simple and practical home strategies.
SAT LILLY PILLY 12:45PM

TIM LOW

Tim’s reports, books, articles and
talks have contributed to ecological
thought and environmental policy in
Australia and more widely. Written
for a general audience, his books
have attracted broad academic
interest and serve as recommended
reading in many university courses.
His environmental consultancy work
is sometimes highlighted by the
media and cited in journal articles
and books.

THE NEW NATURE
The conservation movement talks
about declining species, as it should,
but this leaves many people unaware
that some animals and plants are
doing better today than ever before
– because they have found ways to
exploit us. Animals don’t have any
concept of ‘natural’ or ‘unnatural’ so
they don’t automatically recoil from
cities and farms. Sometimes they can
do better in cities than in forests –
Australian cities are gaining animals
over time. Melbourne, Sydney and
Brisbane now have peregrine falcons
nesting on their skyscrapers. The
notion of wilderness can get in the
way of understanding all this because
it implies that nature is authentic only
when there is no human influence,
but animals and plants have been
benefiting from humans ever since
Aboriginal people began burning the
‘wilderness’ to manage it.
SUN GROVE 12:30PM
Tim Low

TALKS

JENNY RIESZ
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SEAN MORROW

Sean has over 25 years of experience
in the landscaping industry and is the
director of One Earth Landscaping.
His passions include creating native
habitat, growing organic food and
biodynamics.
SAT SOMEWHERE ELSE 11:00AM
SUN LILLY PILLY 10:30AM
SOMEWHERE ELSE 2:30PM
FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 4:00PM
Robert Whyte

Robin Clayfield

ROBERT WHYTE

ROBIN CLAYFIELD

Besides being an author,
photographer, editor, journalist,
and co-owner and director of the
multimedia firm ToadShow, Robert
has become a highly regarded
Australian spider expert who has
identified and named at least 100
new species of spiders over the last
10 years. He is the co-author of A
Field Guide to Spiders of Australia
(CSIRO).
SAT GROVE 12:30PM
FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 2:00PM
DISCOVERYLAB 3:00PM
GROVE 4:10PM
SUN CHRYSALIS 1:00PM
FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 2:00PM
DISCOVERYLAB 3:00PM

Robin is a permaculture pioneer
and international educator, group
facilitator and author specialising
in social permaculture, creative,
interactive facilitation, teacher
training and group leadership
while living and breathing
permaculture, deep ecology and
social change. She brings her
greatest passion to the festival
this year – supporting people
and groups who work for 'the
solution' to be more effective,
successful and empowering
through using 'Dynamic Group'
work, creative problem solving,
harvesting solutions and fostering
collaboration.

There are still thousands of
undiscovered and unnamed
species, and Australian spiders are
a group of animals that provide
the greatest opportunity in new
species discovery. Robert will
demonstrate how he described
the 37 new species of spiders
discovered and collected by citizen
scientists over one weekend last
year, at the Cooloola BioBlitz.

Growing healthy community
needs the same love and care as
a veggie garden or a food forest.
Like all of us humans, it requires
a supportive group environment
in which to thrive. What are the
elements that grow community
and assist our groups, teams,
organisations, businesses and
families to be at their best? We'll
garden the answers together
and harvest the gifts of our
collaboration.

NAME THAT SPIDER:
LEHTINELAGIA
WOODFORDIA

SAT GROVE 12:30PM
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GROWING COMMUNITY

SAT GROVE 2:40PM

CREATING FROG PONDS
ALMOST ANYWHERE

Join Sean for a presentation -– with
images – on building frog ponds and
creating habitat for native animals.
SUN LILLY PILLY 10:30AM

THE AQUABUGOLOGISTS

Aquatic ecologists Jon, Peter and
Alisha have decades of experience
researching the ecology of
Queensland's diverse aquatic
ecosystems, providing research and
scientific advice to assist with the
sustainable management of Qld’s
rivers, streams and water resources.
SAT FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT
11:00AM CAPACITY 20
GROVE 1:45PM (TALK)
DISCOVERYLAB 4:00PM

DISCOVER WATER
INVERTEBRATES

Fresh water in ponds, lakes, creeks
and rivers is full of life. See the alienlooking invertebrate creatures alive
and magnified on the big screen.
SAT GROVE 1:45PM

FESTIVAL DIRECTOR’S
REPORT
Join Festival Director Bill Hauritz
as he discusses The Planting, its
past and its future. Questions
and critique from the audience
are welcomed.
SUN BUNYA 4:15PM

NATALIE ISAACS

Roy Sonnenburg

WOODFORD BIRD CALLS
Distinguish your whip-birds
from your storm-bird calls and
have fun in this open symphony
workshop of bird calls, whistles
and trills. Roy Sonnenburg has
been monitoring the birds of
Woodfordia since 1993.
SAT SUN GABION WALLS
10:00AM

HELIOS BREWING
COMPANY

Helios is the sun god of Greek
mythology. Each morning the
rising sun marks Helios’ crossing
over into the mortal world, driving
a chariot drawn by wild horses
that only he can control. Helios
Brewing Company harnesses
the sun’s power to sustainably
create craft beer. Their brewing
infrastructure has been customdesigned to maximise energy
and water efficiency, minimize
waste and carbon-footprint while
capitalising upon Queensland’s
renewable natural resources.

Natalie is the founder and CEO of 1
Million Women, a global movement
of women and girls who take practical
action to fight climate change by
changing the way they live. A former
cosmetics manufacturer, Natalie
realised that individual action is key to
a powerful path to solving the climate
crisis. Under Natalie’s leadership, 1
Million Women has become one of
Australia’s largest networks acting on
climate change, is rapidly expanding
internationally and has grown to more
than 800,000 women and counting.
As the Australian Geographic Society’s
2017 Conservationist of the Year,
Natalie is a sought-after presenter and
is recognised and supported by some
of the world’s most influential women
climate leaders.
SAT BUNYA 11:45AM 4:00PM

A LIFESTYLE REVOLUTION

Nat will talk about how we need a
lifestyle revolution – and how Earth
needs us all to be involved. Hear about 1
Million Women's main mission: to teach
women how to profoundly change the
way we live in every aspect of our lives to
fight the climate crisis. All are welcome.
SAT BUNYA 4:00PM

SUSTAINABLE BREWING
Making beer 100% with the
power of the Queensland sun
remains a personal goal for the
environmental consultants turned
owners of Helios, who continue
to strive to be more efficient.
With power and gas prices rising
steeply, using fewer resources
than industry norms not only is
a green option: it makes good
business sense.
SUN CRAFTY BAR 12NOON

Jessica Bloom

JESSICA BLOOM

Dr Bloom has a PhD in Astrophysics
from the University of Sydney – studying
galaxy mergers and their impact on
galaxy evolution. Jessica is particularly
interested in physics outreach and
communicating complex science to the
general public. Jessica taught first and
second year Physics at the University
of Sydney, and spent four weeks as
Astronomer in Residence at Uluru,
leading star tours and giving talks.
When she is not talking physics and the
universe, Jessica is a circus performer – a
contortionist, hooper, acrobat and fire
spinner – freelancing at nightclubs,
parties and festivals. Jessica has hosted
many public events and made many
media appearances, including; Todd
Sampson’s Life on the Line [ABCTV], key
cast member of Dr Karl’s Outrageous
Acts of Science [Discovery Network 2017]
and is a regular contributor to Dr Karl’s
Shirtloads of Science podcast.

HOW DID THE WORLD BEGIN

Natalie Isaacs

How did the universe begin? How will it
end? How is it, in fact, disturbingly similar
to a bathtub? In this white-knuckle ride
from the Big Bang to ... (it's a surprise!),
one astrophysicist makes a valiant
attempt to answer all these questions
while speaking very quickly and making a
variety of puns.
SAT BUNYA 1:15PM
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Women In MediA

POWER, POLITICS, THE PRESS – AND THE WOMAN PROBLEM:
WHY DOES IT MATTER?

Kathy McLeish

KATHY MCLEISH

Kathy is an award-winning ABC
journalist who has reported for
programs across the network,
including the Nauru Detention
Centre riots and the last Mentoring
Taskforce handover in Afghanistan.
She was named Queensland
Journalist of the Year for her
investigative series which triggered
a $60 million dollar restructuring of
youth mental health services. She’s
also the convenor of Women in
Media Queensland.

DANIELLE CRONIN

Danielle – the first female editor of
Fairfax’s metropolitan masthead the
Brisbane Times – is a founding member
of the Queensland WIM committee. The
award-winning journalist has spent seven
years in the federal press gallery reporting
on stories ranging from the coup that
ended Kevin Rudd’s prime ministership
to the Canberra firestorm. She was part
of the team that won a Walkey Award for
coverage of the disaster.
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Danielle Cronin

With the recent NSW election, a looming federal election and next year, a Queensland
election, a diverse panel of senior editors and journalists from across the media spectrum
discuss the challenges facing political parties and policy-makers at a time when business
and industry is working to achieve gender diversity, are some political parties more
out of step than ever? Female leaders in politics, media and industry are finding their
own way around obstacles of old. Queensland leads the field as an equal opportunity
government – how did they do it, and is it time for mandatory quotas? Women in Media is
a nationwide organisation aimed at increasing gender diversity for women working in the
media industry and in the representation of women in the media.
SUN BUNYA 1:45PM
Laura Chalmers

LAURA CHALMERS

Laura is News Editor at The Sunday
Mail. She has worked as a journalist
for more than a decade, reporting for
News Corp in Adelaide, the Canberra
press gallery and now Brisbane. Prior to
this, Laura worked as press secretary to
former Prime Minister Julia Gillard and
Senator Penny Wong. She has been
a committee member of Women in
Media Queensland since its inception.

CATH WEBBER

CATHIE
SCHNITZERLING

Cathie is ABC Queensland’s
Regional Editor. She has 30 years
of media experience and has
been Director of News at the Ten
Network in Sydney and Brisbane.
She’s an award-winning broadcast
journalist and was recognised for
her mentoring skills in 2014 with
a Queensland Clarion award for
her Contribution to Journalism.

Cathie Schnitzerling

Cath is a founding member of the
Queensland WIM committee and has
worked in media for 23 years. She’s
a former newspaper editor, regular
commentator on Channel 7’s Sunrise
and a strategic communications
adviser. Cath was the first female
editor of the Gold Coast Bulletin,
was web site editor and assistant
editor at The Daily Telegraph and
Sunday Telegraph, deputy editor at
the Townsville Bulletin and deputy
features editor at the Irish Examiner, a
national broadsheet in Ireland.

Cath Webber

SOIL BIOLOGY

Guy explains the importance of soil
biology in the science of agronomy –
production of plants for food and fibre.
SAT DISCOVERYLAB 5:15PM
CAPACITY 20

GUY WEBB

Guy is an agronomist who
designs functional and practical
microbial packages for sustainable
management of dryland broadacre
systems in semi-arid environments.
He is the managing director
of Soil C Quest, a not for profit
organisation working to solve the
climate crisis by working with the
world’s largest carbon sink – soil,
and the world’s largest climate
army – farmers.
SAT GROVE 4:10PM

SOIL C QUEST

Using a breakthrough discovery
of a unique root-dwelling fungi,
Guy will explain how farmers
and citizens can become the
largest army of climate action
superheroes, rapidly sequestering
gigatonnes of carbon and turning a
massive atmospheric problem into
a massive soil solution.
SUN LILLY PILLY 11:45AM

REVERSING CLIMATE
CHANGE WITH FUNGI

Fungi are a unique group of
organisms capable of changing
the world. Some groups of fungi
are able to sequester atmospheric
carbon, with the potential to
rapidly reverse climate change.
Sandra will demonstrate how
citizen scientists can discover and
isolate carbon sequestering species
of fungi through collaborative
efforts with scientists, Soil C Quest
and Woodfordia.
SAT LILLY PILLY 11:40AM

BRIAN VON HERZEN

At the Climate Foundation, Executive
Director Dr Von Herzen develops
technologies like marine permaculture
to restore ecosystems in soils and seas –
including the Great Barrier Reef.
SAT SUN ZOMETOOLS 10:30AM 3:00PM
(WORKSHOPS)
SAT BUNYA 11:45AM
SUN BUNYA 12:15PM

CLIMATE CHANGE

How is climate change playing out in the
everyday lives of people and the planet?
A scientist and a business person/activist
discuss how the times, they are a changin’:
Dr Brian Von Herzen and Natalie Isaacs.
SAT BUNYA 11:45AM

SEAWEED AND FOOD

Brian’s objective is to create what he
calls ‘permaculture arrays’ – marine
permaculture at a scale that will have an
impact on the climate by growing kelp and
bringing cooler ocean water to the surface.
His vision also entails providing habitat
for fish, generating food, feedstocks for
animals, fertiliser and biofuels. He also
hopes to help exploited fish populations
rebound – and to create jobs.
SUN BUNYA 12:15PM

FMTV: FOOD MATTERS

FMTV is more than a streaming TV
channel – you could see them as your
own online nutritionist, guiding you on
your health journey. Inside FMTV you'll
find the tools, education, inspiration
and guided programs to help you get
healthy and stay healthy. Whether you
want to do a detox, learn about natural
treatments for cancer, depression or
chronic illness or learn about healthy
rituals to reduce stress, calm the body
and sleep better, there is something for
everyone at FMTV.

SEED: THE UNTOLD STORY
(FILM)
Few things on Earth are as miraculous
and vital as seeds: worshipped and
treasured since the dawn of humankind.
SEED: The Untold Story follows passionate
seed keepers protecting our 12,000 yearold food legacy. In the last century, 94%
of our seed varieties have disappeared.
As biotech chemical companies control
the majority of our seeds, farmers,
scientists, lawyers, and indigenous seed
keepers fight a David and Goliath battle
to rekindle a lost connection to our most
treasured resource and revive a culture
connected to seeds. SEED features
Vandana Shiva, Dr. Jane Goodall, Andrew
Kimbrell, Winona Laduke and Raj Patel.
Directed and Produced by Taggart Siegel
and Jon Betz In Association with Seneca
Falls Picture Company.
Executive Produced by Marisa Tomei,
Marc Turtletaub, Phil Fairclough
Runtime: 94 Minutes | HD, Colour
SAT GROVE 5:10PM

Brian Von Herzen
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RUNAWAY BELLES

Australian singer-songwriters Tash Parker and Emma Angelsey have teamed up to form new folk pop
band Runaway Belles. Both established artists and storytellers in their own right, they combine to
present beautiful harmonies, rhythmic guitars, ukulele and wonderful percussion. Their first EP will be
released in early 2019.
FRI BUNYA 6:00PM
SAT LILLY PILLY 7:30PM
SUN BUNYA 3:10PM

CARAVÃNA SUN

Sun-soaked indie surf rockers Caravãna
Sun’s music encourages not only
dancing and sing-alongs, but selfreflection as well. It’s been quite the
journey from conception to elevation
for Caravãna Sun, with the band
playing over 500 shows all over the
world in the last five years.
SAT BUNYA 10:50PM
SUN BUNYA 10:00PM
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ARCHIE ROACH

Archie is one of Australia’s most treasured
performers. He has been recording award-winning
albums for nearly 30 years and in that time he has
gifted us with a songbook of incredible importance.
From his debut album, 1990’s Charcoal Lane, to his
latest album, Dancing With My Spirit, released in
March this year, and featuring the sublime vocals of
Tiddas, Archie continues to write songs that get to
the heart of what it means to be human – and what
he sees at the heart of humanity is love.

ARCHIE ROACH IN CONVERSATION WITH SEAN SENNETT

Archie only recently put out live recordings of his shows: three boxed sets
of his work from 2012—2018 which includes, Into The Bloodstream – Let
Love Rule and 2018’s Dancing With My Spirit – when Tiddas reformed to
sing with him. In addition, he’s working on a major project – a memoir –
which sees him casting his mind over his life as a whole, not just as one of
Australia’s foremost musical voices, but as an advocate for the rights of First
Nations people and a significant contributor to Australian cultural life. Sean
Sennett draws Archie out.
SUN BUNYA 11:00AM

PERFORMANCE

SAT BUNYA 8:00PM
SUN BUNYA 11:00AM (TALK)
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ASH BELL AND SARA
TINDLEY

Two of Australia’s most
celebrated songwriters,
Sara Tindley and former
Starboard Cannons frontman,
Ash Bell, come together to
form a timeless folk/roots
collaboration born of tough
love and deep humanity.
FRI LILLY PILLY 10:15PM
SAT LILLY PILLY 9:00PM

TARAF TAMBAL

These old hats of the Queensland gypsy scene are Brisbane’s most elusive and exclusive backwater
Balkan ensemble. Through their original works and an energetic approach to Eastern European folk
song, Taraf Tambal brings both traditional and contemporary elements to their craft. From beautifully
haunting lyrical melodies to speeding romps, Tambal’s performance is engaging and invigorating,
showcasing the members’ musical ability and comfort within this genre.
SAT THE GROVE 10:50PM
SUN LILLY PILLY 8:00PM
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MÀNRAN (SCOT)

Mànran’s music has an eclectic mix of influences with a central ethos built around the band’s traditional
Celtic roots. Fiery tunes from fiddle, accordion, flute, uilleann and Highland bagpipes bind powerfully to
a rhythm section awash with elements of funk, jazz and rock to create some of the most innovative and
uplifting instrumental music around, coupled with songs in both Gaelic and English that undergo the same
musical mixology.
SAT BUNYA 9:30PM
SUN BUNYA 7:30PM

KATE BURKE AND RUTH
HAZLETON

Kate and Ruth vocal harmonies,
exceptional musicianship and unique
interpretations of traditional song have
won them national and international
acclaim over the years. Since
performing together for the first time
in 1998, they’ve recorded five studio
albums, and played and recorded
with such luminaries as Andy Irvine
and Bruce Molsky, picked up awards
(ScreenSound Australia Award for
Best Folk Album, Lis Johnston Award
for Vocal Excellence), and have been
described by The Australian as ’Why
folk music is cool again’.
SAT BUNYA 2:45PM
SUN BUNYA 8:40PM
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IRONING MAIDENS

The Maidens use irons and ironing boards
as instruments, as well as visuals, costumes,
lighting, dancing, heaps of energy and
plenty of ironing puns. It is relevant and
thought-provoking, but at the same time
wholly entertaining and funny. An awardwinning duo, The Ironing Maidens are
pressing for progress and putting domestic
labour, technology and the history of women
in electronic music centre stage.
SAT WORKSHOP THE TAILOR 4:30PM
LILLY PILLY 10:15PM
SUN WORKSHOP THE TAILOR 1:45PM
LILLY PILLY 9:30PM

Ironing Maidens

MARIO, QUEEN OF THE CIRCUS

A born showman and expert in both circus artistry and
comedy, Mario is brimming with unbridled passion.

MARIO: QUEEN OF MOTIVATION
Join Mario on a journey to the best version of yourself.
Inspired by true stories about the life and work of the
unbelievably successful rock group, Queen, Mario
bakes a feel-good cake full of positive mindsets,
organisational health and good old-fashioned resilience
under a delicious icing of humour, circus and audience
participation.
FRI THE GROVE 10:00PM
SAT THE GROVE 9:30PM
SUN THE GROVE 7:45PM

MAL WEBB

Vocal adventurer,
multi-instrumentalist
and looping,
beatboxing songwriter
Mal sings his brainprovoking songs with
guitar, mbira, slide
trumpet, trombone
and loopers.
FRI LILLY PILLY 7:45PM
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JEUNAE ROGERS

Jeunae is a music artist from Black
Mountain whose music has been
described as ‘many voices’ and speaks
to ways of being, and processing
the world around and within her,
daringly spanning worlds of subtle
and unpredictable nuances of dark
jazz, fortified melodies that ring
hauntingly Celtic, medieval doom
and neo-folk; a kind of nebulous
genre with mercurial qualities.
FRI LILLY PILLY 9:00PM

Mario, Queen of the Circus

TOTALLY GOURDGEOUS

The sounds of Joni Mitchell meet James
Brown in Bob Marley’s Pumpkin patch via
The Muppets! After twenty years, it’s still the
original line-up of Penelope Swales, Mal Webb,
Carl Pannuzzo and Andrew Clermont on gourd
instruments made by Penelope, along with
mandolin, fiddle, guitar, fretless bass and
percussion soaked in stunning harmony, mirth
and mayhem.
SAT THE GROVE 7:30PM (FEAST)
SUN THE GROVE 9:15PM

Penelope Swales

RON WEST

For 26 years, organist Ron West accompanied
silent films at the Majestic Theatre in Pomona – the
oldest continuously running silent movie theatre
in the world. That adds up to 4128 performances of
Rudolf Valentino’s ‘Son of the Sheik’ alone.

SILENT FILM WITH LIVE MUSIC
At the time of printing, Ron still hasn’t decided
what film he’ll be presenting for The Planting. As
an aficionado, it’s essential that he presents the
best quality print – but we also haven’t decided
whether he’ll be accompanying a comedy or
something spoooooky!
SUN THE GROVE 5:15PM

PENELOPE SWALES

Singer-songwriter Penelope Swales has been wowing
audiences for 25 years with her unique blend of sassy
humour, heartsight and social commentary. She also
sings, plays guitar and makes all the instruments for
Totally Gourdgeous.
Ron West

SUN LILLY PILLY 1:00PM
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HAT FITZ AND CARA

Fitzy and Cara’s musical style is a
unique combination of folk, roots and
gospel blues with old time flavourings
reminiscent of a time once forgotten. Hat
Fitz is a ‘veteran’ wild man of the blues
scene in Australia. Cara draws on her
soul background and although blessed
with a sensational voice she was not
content to be labelled as ‘just a singer’.
She has taken to drumming duties as
well as washboards, flute and tin whistle,
sometimes all at once.
FRI BUNYA 9:30PM
SAT BUNYA 5:30PM

GOOD TUNES

David De Santi has been accumulating
good tunes for over 30 years and wants to
share them in sessions with musicians or
for people to dance to!

BUSH DANCE

Take to the floor with tunes played on
fiddles, the accordion, banjos and spoons.
The rollicking, rolling rhythms are easy to
follow. All dances are called. Bring friends
and family – everyone is welcome.
SUN BUNYA 5:30PM

TULLARA

Tullara has been making her mark across
the Australian music industry since her
debut release Better Hold On in 2016
– and her debut album will be out this
year. With her percussive finger tapping,
guitar playing wizardry, and the alluring
power of her voice, Tullara has an
undeniable, uniquely endearing stage
presence full of raw, powerful honesty.
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FRI THE GROVE 8:30PM
SUN LILLY PILLY 5:15PM

DANNY WIDDICOMBE WITH TRICHOTOMY

Built from the country/blues/folk foundations of ARIA nominated songwriter Danny Widdicombe and
merging with the harmonic and melodic versatility of the award-winning jazz trio Trichotomy, this group
consists of Danny (vocals/guitar), Sean Foran (piano/keyboards), John Parker (drums) and Samuel Vincent
(bass) and their music is a delight for lovers of jazz, folk, country, experimental music and everything inbetween. Their debut collaborative album Between the Lines will be out in 2019.
FRI BUNYA 8:00PM

Jigs, reels, songs from Irish, bluegrass, Scottish and Italian
styles or all ‘round good tunes - pick your flavour. Be part
of these traditional sessions – bring your instrument and
pull up a seat, learn a tune or two at the slow session, or sit
back and listen for some foot-tapping fun.

UKULELE
WORKSHOP

SAT SESSIONS BAR 11:00AM
SUN SESSIONS BAR 11:00AM

‘ALL IN’ SESSION

GOOD TUNES

SCOTTISH TUNES

FRI SESSIONS BAR 10:00PM
SAT SESSIONS BAR 11:00PM
SUN SESSIONS BAR 8:00PM

IRISH TUNES

TIN WHISTLE
WORKSHOP

Tunes, songs, anything goes!

AUSTRALIAN
TRADITIONAL DANCE
TUNES
SAT SESSIONS BAR 2:30PM
SUN SESSIONS BAR 2:30PM

SAT SESSIONS BAR 4:00PM
SUN SESSIONS BAR 3:45PM
FRI SESSIONS BAR 8:00PM
SAT SESSIONS BAR 8:00PM *
SAT SESSIONS BAR 9:00PM

ITALIAN SONGS
AND TUNES

SAT SESSIONS BAR 5:00PM

SAT SESSIONS BAR 12:15PM
SUN SESSIONS BAR 12:15PM

SAT SESSIONS BAR 1:30PM
SUN SESSIONS BAR 1:30PM

UKULELE JAM

FRI SESSIONS BAR 5:30PM

SESSIONS

In the Sessions bar
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SCULPTING FEATHERS FOR
HATS AND HEADPIECES
Learn to steam, shape and
stitch feathers into a beautiful
arrangement to adorn your hat
or festival outfit. Feathers are
provided, but you can bring along
any found feathers or treasures
to make it uniquely yours with
Kirsten Fletcher.
SAT THE SCRIBE 11:00AM 1:30PM
CAPACITY 10 $38PP AGES 16+

PUPPET MAKING
Using pre-made clay pieces, learn costuming
and techniques in assembling, designing
and stringing a marionette with Sol and Sara
Puppetman. Take a step into the colourful and
creative world of puppetry.
SAT THE SEED 11:30AM
SUN THE SEED 12:30PM 3:30PM
CAPACITY 15 $48PP AGES 12+

Puppet Making

LEAVES AND FLOWERS:
DRAWING BOTANICALS
Learning to draw accurate leaves
and flowers is easy, using Sandra
Temple's method. From beginner
students through to advanced artists,
you will surprise yourself in this
relaxed class.
SAT SUN THE PAPER HOUSE 1:45PM
CAPACITY 16 $32PP AGES 16+
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Clay Slab Bonsai Pot

CLAY SLAB BONSAI POT
Members of the Potters of Woodfordia team and
experienced ceramic artists, Linda Back, Kari and
Rob Natoli, invite you to learn basic hand-building
techniques to make simple bonsai pots for yourself and
the Woodfordia Nursery.
SAT THE SCRIBE 8:15AM
SUN THE SCRIBE 8:15AM
CAPACITY 24 $12PP AGES 16+

SILVER PENDANT OR EARRING
Learn about texture, creating a pattern on
a silver disc, or using one of three different
shaped earrings and some basic techniques in
this quick workshop with RABKA.
SAT THE TINKER 11:30AM
SUN THE TINKER 2:30PM
CAPACITY 18 $52PP AGES 12+

SILVER TEXTURED RING
Create your own silver ring and decorate it
with a choice of two textures whilst gaining
silversmith skills with RABKA.
SAT THE TINKER 8:30AM 1:30PM 4:30PM
SUN THE TINKER 8:30AM 11:30AM 4:30PM
CAPACITY 18 $68PP AGES 12+

POLYMER CLAY EARRINGS

SAT THE MAKER 8:00AM
SUN THE MAKER 10:45AM
CAPACITY 18 $32PP AGES 16+

POLYMER CLAY VASES AND VESSELS

Working with Shannon Gibbs you’ll learn basic
techniques of working with polymer clay, allowing you
to design and construct your own unique vase, vessel
or bowl. Your creation will be baked the same day and
ready to go home with you and your new skills!
Polymer Clay Earrings

RAG RUGGING
Join Christina Haralampou and the rag rugging
circle and learn the traditional and meditative
technique of proddy rug making with just a
dolly peg, hessian and cast-off rags.
SAT SUN THE SCRIBE 4:30PM
CAPACITY 18 $32PP AGES 16+

SAT THE MAKER 10:45AM
SUN THE MAKER 8:00AM
CAPACITY 18 $32PP AGES 16+

Polymer Clay Vases and Vessels

VISUAL ARTS WORKSHOPS

Learn to make your own polymer clay earrings in
this super fun and easy workshop with Shannon
Gibbs. You’ll learn tips and tricks of the trade to make
fabulous dangles, cute studs and how to put them
together once baked.
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MIXED MEDIA PAINTING
Enjoy the creative possibilities inherent in working
with watercolours, acrylics and various art materials
with Vanessa Wallace from Artfolk.
SAT THE SCRIBE 11:00AM
SUN THE SCRIBE 1:30PM
CAPACITY 18 $38PP AGES 16+

THINE ART BELOVED
Brisbane's Dr Sketchy co-producers since 2016,
Magnolia Knife and Lola The Vamp present a
decadent series of life-drawing sessions, drawing on
the luscious and heavenly imagery in the costumes
from their storied burlesque careers.
SAT THE TAILOR 11:00AM 1:45PM
SUN THE TAILOR 4:30PM
CAPACITY 18 $38PP AGES 18+

CAT'S CLAW HANGING PLANT BASKET
Learn how to weave an open style bowl with Kris Martin,
that can be lined, filled with soil and used to grow plants
in. These baskets may not last forever, but the skill
learned will mean they can be made anytime. This is
plastic free planting.
SAT THE PAPER HOUSE 10:45AM
SUN THE PAPER HOUSE 8:00AM
CAPACITY 15 $32PP AGES 12+

CAT'S CLAW WOVEN BASKET

Learn the most basic and universally effective technique of
basketry with Kris Martin to create a simple woven cover for
a standard six-inch pot, to take home.
SAT THE PAPER HOUSE 8:00AM
SUN THE PAPER HOUSE 10:45AM
CAPACITY 15 $32PP AGES 12+

Cat’s Claw Woven Basket
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HANDMADE NATURAL BODY CARE: LOTION, OIL
AND BALM
Ali McGann will provide the recipes and the know-how to make
some delicious goodies using high quality ingredients: a natural
Lotion Bar, Beard and/or Massage Oil and Rose Shea Lip Balm.
The Oil and Balm are to take home on the day, the lotion will need
to cure overnight and be picked up on the Sunday.
SAT THE BOWERBIRD 4:15PM
CAPACITY 18 $38PP AGES 16+

HANDMADE NATURAL BODY CARE: CREAM,
SCRUB AND BALM

In this session of know- how and recipe sharing with Ali
McGann, you will create your own Oatmeal Face Cleanser,
Coffee Sugar Body Scrub and Rose Shea Lip Balm, all with high
quality ingredients.
SUN THE BOWERBIRD 8:00AM 10:45AM
CAPACITY 18 $38PP AGES 16+

Learn to Knit Your Own Wollen Beanie

Handmade Natural Body Care

LEARN TO KNIT YOUR OWN WOOLLEN
BEANIE
Margaret and John Hildebrand will teach you
how to knit, and will provide homespun yarn and
handmade wooden knitting needles.
SAT THE STUDIO 4:30PM
SUN THE STUDIO 1:45PM
CAPACITY 15 $42PP AGES 16+

TINY GARDENS

Dive into the world of container gardens with
Merit Femino. Learn how to build a living
arrangement, set to the stories of helping
build the festival site. Planting, pruning and
storytelling with Merit.
SAT THE BOWERBIRD 8:00AM
SUN THE BOWERBIRD 1:30PM
CAPACITY 16 $32PP AGES 16+

BEESWAX WRAPS
Plastic ‘bee’ no more! This is a hands-on introduction to the
process of making non-toxic beeswax wraps with Christina
Haralampou. Through purposeful repurposing, you will
take home three wraps with you to further your ‘plastic no
more’ journey.
SAT SUN THE STUDIO 11:15AM
CAPACITY 10 $42PP AGES 16+

Tiny Gardens
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DIY SYNTH MACHINES
Learn how to build your own little DIY
instrument with this synth building workshop.
The Ironing Maidens will walk you through the
process they used in creating their ‘ironiser’
Instruments. You will create your own basic
synth module and be able to jam along
in the synth orchestra, some fundamental
electronics concepts, and journey through
the history of electronic instruments from the
telharmonium to the oramics. Price includes
the synth that you will take home and impress
your family and friends.
SAT THE TAILOR 4:30PM
SUN THE TAILOR 1:45PM
CAPACITY 16 $38PP AGES 13+

DIY Synth Machines

Macrame Plant Holders

MACRAME PLANT HOLDERS
Make a plant happy in your home with a macrame plant
cradle. Jane Little provides the skill sharing, wooden hanging
ring, thick cream cotton macrame fiber, and large beads
are included. Bring your own small bowl, bottle or vase, or
choose one from our box of recycled treasures.
SAT SUN THE TAILOR 8:15AM
SUN THE TAILOR 11:00AM
CAPACITY 12 $38PP AGES 16+

KOKEDAMA
Mia, Emily and Renae from
Housemade Projects bring
you the perfect green gift!
Learn, step-by-step the art of
Kokedama, the Japanese ball
plant made complete with
moss, soil and twine. You’ll
take home your own creation
along with the know-how to
recreate more at your leisure.

SAT THE BOWERBIRD
10:45AM 1:30PM
SUN THE BOWERBIRD 4:15PM
CAPACITY 18 $38PP AGES 16+
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HAND LETTERING
Rob will teach the oldschool techniques of
hand lettering to create a
beautiful take-home piece.
SAT THE SEED 2:30PM
SUN THE SEED 8:30AM
CAPACITY 25 $32PP AGES
13+

RESIN BANGLES

Resin Bangles

Working with resin is a fun and inexpensive way to make
creative and highly-personalised jewellery pieces. Learn with
Anita Baills of Nature’s Forge how to craft a bangle to take
home, as well as the basic techniques required to continue to
make beautiful jewellery.
SAT THE MAKER 4:15PM
SUN THE MAKER 1:45PM
CAPACITY 15 $38PP AGES 16+

RESIN RING AND EARRINGS

Anita Baills of Nature’s Forge shows you how to craft a ring
and earrings to take home, as well as learning the basic
techniques required to continue to make beautiful jewellery.
SAT THE MAKER 1:45PM
SUN THE MAKER 4:15PM
CAPACITY 15 $32PP AGES 16+

BILUM WEAVING
Ranu James teaches the hand weaving technique that
creates a strong and beautiful string bag. The bilum is
unique to Papua New Guinea and is commonly used by PNG
women to carry babies, take vegetables to market, and is
also used as handbags, hats and fashion statements.
SAT THE STUDIO 8:15AM 1:45PM
SUN THE STUDIO 8:15AM 4:30PM
CAPACITY 8 $42PP AGES 16+

TREES IN A LANDSCAPE: PEN
AND WASH
Sketching a landscape is easy, once you
know how. Sandra Temple will show
you great tips for drawing our Aussie
trees. This workshop is suitable for
beginners through to advanced artists.
SAT SUN THE PAPER HOUSE 4:15PM
CAPACITY 16 $32PP AGES 16+
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Community Mural Project
THE MURAL MAJORITY

Woodfordia’s Artist-in-Residence, Gavin Ryan, will be
revisiting his Public Art Mural Project again this year.
There is special purpose to this year’s effort – all will be
revealed in due course – please pick up a brush!
SAT SUN ON THE STREETS 9:00AM – 5:00PM

FLARE AND REPAIR
Carol Wilmot has sewing machines, the sew-know-how and a
barrage of ideas – not to mention a mountain of fabric, secondhand clothes, frills, trinkets and all manner of found and
repurposed items with which to repair and renew your clothes.
You can drop in and use the machines to repair your fabrics for
free, or for a small fee, Carol can make repairs for you – or you
can choose an outfit from the recycled rack and add some flare
to it. Come and rummage through this veritable treasure trove
of possibilities.
Flare and Repair: Drop In

SAT SUN THE FIXATION 9:00AM - 5:00PM
DROP-IN

CAR UPKEEP AND REPAIR

Car Upkeep and Repair

Join tinkerer and mechanical engineer Justus Klinkhamer as
he unveils the mysteries behind your car’s engine. Work with
Justus as he reveals the inner secrets and workings within –
then explore options to repair, replace or repurpose.

THE FIXATION

SAT SUN THE FIXATION 10:00AM 2:00PM
CAPACITY 18 AGES 16+
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THE PLANTING COMMUNITY
ZINE

After the feverish successes of The
Planting 2018 and Woodford Folk
Festival Zines, we invite you to
drop in and contribute to a new
zine creation with Community
Collaborator and Cultural Seed
Planter, Jeremy Staples. There’s
a typewriter, stamps, pencils and
collage material on hand to craft
your thoughts onto the page.
SAT SUN THE SOCIAL 9:00AM
DROP-IN ALL AGES

Village Projects

Three years in, the young of Woodfordia return to build a whole new town of their own. If you’re aged
between 10 and 17, you can create the town’s buildings from a huge pile of pallets and timber, using drop
saws, screw guns and drills. Every village citizen can vote on the town’s name, put forward a design for the
town flag and participate in the open mic night held to celebrate the completion of our newest community.

FLAG-RAISING
Complete the first day’s building with a
ceremony, announcing the town’s name and
raising its new flag. Trumpets and fanfare are
welcome.
SAT A VILLAGE CALLED... 3:30PM

OPEN MIC NIGHT

The village is unveiled in completion, and all are
welcome. Now it’s time for some entertainment!
Not only will a new town be born, it’ll also have a
stage. The makers of this town aren’t just builders
– they can perform, too.
SUN A VILLAGE CALLED... 5:30PM

VILLAGE BUILDING

SVEN DOWIDEIT
Sven and Pam want to
see what YOU come up
with, and will help you
build almost anything
– dragons, unicorns and
secret communicators
for The Game...

Electronic Architects

ELECTRONIC ARCHITECTS: GIRLS TO THE
FRONT, PART ONE
Girls only for this session! Build electronic projects over
the weekend and install them in the village. Last year’s
architects built traffic lights and security systems. What
will you build? Work together in pairs. This is a two-part
workshop across two days – limited numbers.
SAT A VILLAGE CALLED... 9:00AM
CAPACITY 8 $35PP AGES 11-17

ELECTRONIC ARCHITECTS: GIRLS TO THE
FRONT, PART TWO

Limited to participants who took part in Part One.
SUN A VILLAGE CALLED... 9:00AM

ELECTRONIC ARCHITECTS: PART ONE

Get yourself trained up, then tooled up, and
Everyone is welcome to gear up the village with
build whatever you want. No artistic suggestions sensors, gizmos and gadgets. Build electronic projects
allowed from adults.
over the weekend and install them in the village. Last
year’s architects built traffic lights and security systems.
SAT A VILLAGE CALLED... 10:00AM
What will you build? Work together in pairs. This is a
SUN A VILLAGE CALLED... 10:00AM
two-part workshop across two days – limited numbers.
VILLAGE GAMES
SAT A VILLAGE CALLED... 10:00AM

Roll out the soccer ball catapults, draw your foam
CAPACITY 8 $35PP AGES 11-17
swords – the cardboard castles may stand tall, but
not for long! Adults, youngsters – all are welcome ELECTRONIC ARCHITECTS: PART TWO
for the world’s friendliest battle.
Limited to those who took part in Part One.
SAT VILLAGE GAMES 4:00PM
SUN VILLAGE GAMES 4:00PM

SUN A VILLAGE CALLED... 10:00AM

VILLAGE PROJECTS

A village
Called...
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Subpod Garden

GO UNDERGROUND! BUILD
A COMPOSTING GARDEN
WITH SUBPOD
Build a composting garden for
Woodfordia. Learn how to turn
food waste into living soil, right
there in a garden bed.
SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT
1:00PM

ANNIE MEREDITH

ANDREW CLERMONT

Andrew is a chameleon musician,
stepping effortlessly from Bluegrass
to Indian, Scandinavian to Old-time,
a three-time Bluegrass Guitar
Champion and a Director of the
Golden Fiddle Awards in Australia.

LET’S LEARN TO PLAY
TOGETHER
Whether you’re on a stringed
instrument, getting started on
didgeridoo, or bringing the blend of
ideas in a band together, there’s a
wealth of knowledge to glean from
Andrew’s session. All instruments/
singers welcome!
SAT CRAFTY BAR 10:45AM

ANDREW HAYIM DE VRIES
Andrew is an ecological designer
and inventor, passionate about
composting and soil. His ‘subpod’
invention takes the hard work out
of composting, from backyards to
commercial developments.

THE SUBPOD GARDEN
WORKSHOP
Join composting innovator,
Andrew, to learn how you can take
the hard work out of composting
and turn waste into healthy soil and
food directly in the Subpod garden
bed using worms and microbes.
SAT THE DISCOVERYLAB 2:00PM
CAPACITY 20
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As teacher, author (The Essence
of Woman), spiritual healer and
metaphysician, Annie’s connection
with the plant kingdom is a source
of joy in her life. In honouring and
playing with the plant world, she
has committed her life to bringing
forth the healing energy of flowers as
expressions of higher consciousness,
by creating and developing Spirit
of Woman Australian Wild Flower
Essences.

CO-CREATE WITH PLANT
ENERGIES
Join Annie and Michelle for a
collaborative workshop to explore
the idea of collective consciousness
and our connection to Mother
Earth. Through guided movement
and meditation, you will connect as
a group and from this connection,
an essential oil and flower essence
will be selected to create an
emotional medicine to lift your
individual and collective vibration.
SAT LILLY PILLY 3:15PM
CAPACITY 25 $35PP AGES 15+

CARL PANNUZZO

As a creator, interpreter and
improviser, Carl is recognised as
a sensitive, dynamic and fearless
singer, a quick-fire musical mind
and affable and engaging stage
presence. Carl enjoys being a
messenger for the articulate truth
of music and delivers it with a
balance of respect and abandon.

SINGING FOR EVERYONE
Carl gathers the voices of The
Planting for an uplifting morning
song session.
SUN CRAFTY BAR 10:30AM

DAVE KEENAN

Dave is a system engineer and
applied mathematician from
Brisbane who designed his own
electric sports car years before the
Tesla Roadster was available. He
has convinced designers like Brian
Von Herzen to architect Marine
Permaculture Solar Arrays using
ZomeTool 3D stick models, which
also has application in architecture
and civil engineering.

NICI LONG

Nici is an architect, and the founder of
Cave Urban, an international collective
formed in 2010 to investigate
vernacular lightweight structures
and their relevance to contemporary
design. What began as a means for
research has developed into a practice
that explores the intersection between
art and architecture through the use
of bamboo.

GEODESIC ARCHITECTURE
WITH ZOMETOOL
Dave Keenan, Nici Long and Brian
Von Herzon host a hands-on 3D
modelling adventure exploring the
future of architecture. ZomeTools
are a modular construction set of
struts and balls you can use to create
geodesic polyhedra – basically,
mathematically perfect architectural
skeletons with beauty to match.
Learn how to use the struts and balls
of ZomeTool to model 3D geodesic
architecture which can transform
traditional rectilinear thinking.
Invent and design the future, from
housing, to energy, even Marine
Permaculture Space Frames.
SAT SUN ZOMETOOLS 10:30AM
3:00PM CAPACITY 15 AGES 12+

DRINKING AND DRAGONS
A team of experienced players who
enjoy teaching just for the love of
the game, this group run Dungeons
and Dragons at various bars around
Brisbane, teaching new players
and running multi- month long
campaigns. It was an absolute hit
last year, so register soon and start
planning your low-key winter!

DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS

THE JOY DISPENSARY

Stace and Olivia aim to uplift,
inspire, educate, entertain and
empower you to reach your unique
potential through joyful expression
and creative play. With over 40
years of combined experience,
knowledge and training in theatre,
singing, music, dance, drumming,
kinesiology, psychology,
meditation and somatic therapies,
they know how to have fun.
SAT SUN THE GROVE 7:00AM
(YOGA)
SAT LILLY PILLY 5:00PM (YOGA)
SAT SUN THE GROVE 10:45AM
(WORKSHOP)

CREATIVE MUSIC FOR
EVERYONE

Combining creative, brain-training,
embodiment and mindfulness
techniques, participants are
guided to explore their playfulness
and connect with others through
rhythm, body percussion, vocal
exploration, singing, music,
movement and intentional play.
SAT SUN GROVE 10:45AM

FROG PONDS WORKSHOP
Join Sean Morrow for a hands-on
workshop and build two different
types of frog ponds.
SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT
4:00PM

SAT SUN CRAFTY BAR 7:30PM
CAPACITY 54 AGES 15+

SASHA

Sasha is a world champion, multidisciplined Latin dance artist who
specialises in Brazilian dance
culture. She has recently returned
from Rio de Janeiro’s Carnaval,
where she performed as a ‘Passista’
(professional samba dancer) in some
of Rio’s top samba schools.
FRI LILLY PILLY 6:15PM

BRAZILIAN DANCE CLASS

SUN BUNYA 11:00AM (TALK) LILLY
PILLY 2:00PM (WORKSHOP)

CAPTURING A LIFE: MEMOIR
WRITING WORKSHOP

Your life doesn’t have to be written
up in the papers to be remarkable –
capturing the details and personal
every-day minutiae of your own life
can have meaning for your family in
years to come, or just for yourself.
Spend a few minutes remembering
as Sean Sennett guides you through
what makes your story, yours.
SUN LILLY PILLY 2:00PM

UNCLE NOEL BLAIR

Uncle Noel is a Traditional Custodian
of Jinibara Country, which was
recognised in 2012 by the Federal
Court in a native title determination.
SUN CHRYSALIS 11:15AM

JINIBARA SPEAR THROWING

Join Uncle Noel and Jinibara
custodians to learn the techniques
and styles of boomerang and spear
throwing.
SAT SUN AMPHI 11:00AM 3:00PM
CAPACITY 20

‘Samba no pe’ translates to ‘samba
of the feet’. Sasha will take you on a
journey, from Samba’s Afro Brazilian
roots to how it became the iconic
Brazilian dance made famous by the
glorious Carnaval in Rio de Janeiro.

WORKSHOPS

The Joy Dispensary

Drinking and Dragons host relaxed
games of DnD for all levels of
players, from the newbies to the
experienced dice-slingers. Learn
what’s what in a fantasy world of
Dragons and Loot! (15+ mature
players please – language and adult
concept warning in effect!)

He has recorded and written songs
with Rob Hirst, Steve Kilbey, Kate
Ceberano and more, and co-hosts
ABC Radio’s Friday Countdown.

FRI LILLY PILLY 6:15PM

SEAN SENNETT

Sean was the editor/owner of Time
Off for twenty years, and has done
over 1500 interviews, from unsigned
artists to the likes of Bono, Bowie,
McCartney and Springsteen (he
wrote a series of essays for Bruce’s
tour programs here and overseas).
Uncle Noel Blair
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THE FROG QUEST

Hear the magical chorus of Woodfordia's frogs, learn to identify
their calls and maybe take a sneak peek at some of the more visible
ones, with Jean-Marc Hero.
SAT SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 6:00PM

SPIDER QUEST

Last year’s Planting saw the discovery of a
new species of spider, which Robert named
Lehtinelagia Woodfordia. Join Robert, Anne
and other spider enthusiasts on a quest to
find new Woodfordian spider species.

WALKS, WANDERS & FIELDTRIPS

SAT SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 2:00PM
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CHRISTOPHER CARR
Dr Carr has a special interest in insect
conservation and beneficial insects
in agricultural landscapes. He is
currently researching insect ecology
in macadamias.
BUTTERFLY AND OTHER
INVERTEBRATES WANDER

Meander along the Butterfly
Walk, exploring butterflies,
their caterpillars and other small
creatures.
SAT SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT
3:00PM

CREATURES OF THE NIGHT
WANDER

Come to the light and meet the rarelyseen creatures of the night. Our own
well-being depends on the presence
of insects which make up 75% of
all animals on Earth. Download the
free QuestaGame app to contribute
creature photos to Woodfordia’s
biodiversity research and make sure
to join the Woodfordia Clan.
SAT SUN MEET AT SESSIONS BAR 7:30PM

FUNKY FUNGI AND OTHER
LIFE QUEST

Fungi are the super-heroes of
decomposition, plant nutrition
and regeneration. Join a quest
to discover Woodfordia’s fungal
diversity and learn about their
smooth and funky ways.
SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT
1:00PM

BEN KELE
Ben is an environmental scientist
specialising in the treatment
of ‘interesting’ effluents. He
combines a wacky sense of
humour with a commitment to
sustainability in the operation of
the Woodfordia STP.

ROY SONNENBURG
Roy is a wandering ornithologist
involved in tours, research,
environmental consulting and
bird issues generally. He has had a
long-term involvement in Australian
conservation and is the past
President of Birds Queensland.

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
(STP) TOUR

BIRDWALK

SAT SUN FOREST WOODFORDIA 1:00PM

SAT SUN GABION WALLS 10:00AM (TALK)

Join our resident birdo, Roy, for
The Woodfordia STP tour examines birdwatching and local bird call
how wastewater is turned
identification experience. This is also
into recycled water. Relish the
your chance to ask any questions
biodiversity of the wetlands and
about Australian birds.
see how the Bamboo Plantation
SAT SUN FOREST WOODFORDIA 7:00AM
CAPACITY 30 (WALK)
is flourishing with recycled water
irrigation.
LUI WEBER
SAT SUN FOREST WOODFORDIA 1:00PM
Lui is a senior botanist with
CAPACITY 50
Biodiversity Assessment and
ANDREW FRANKS
Management Pty Ltd (BAAM),
Andrew is the principal botanist
specialising in flora identification
and director of Oberonia Botanical
and management.
SAT FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 3:00PM
Services, but his true passion
is immersing himself in the
RAINFOREST WANDER
microscopic world of the bryophytes. Hang out with two passionate
SAT FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 11:00AM
DISCOVERYLAB 12:00PM
SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 10:30AM

THE SECRET LIFE OF MOSSES
FIELD TRIP

forest ecologists, Robert and
Lui, to discover the plants
in Woodfordia's rainforest
ecosystems, learn about how they
grow and what they do.

Bryophitesare the tiny plants
SAT FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 3:00PM
including mosses, liverworts and
hornworts, which are absolutely
WATER INVERTEBRATES
stunning to look at. Get down with QUEST
Andrew and a magnifying glass!
Fresh water in ponds, lakes,
SAT FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 11:00AM
creeks and rivers can be
SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 10:30AM
full of life, which is a great
WILDLIFE FIELD TRIP
bioindicator of water health.
Explore what it takes to create
Catch and appreciate aquatic
successful urban wildlife habitats, invertebrate biodiversity with the
and gain an understanding of
Aquabugologists. Wear shoes
our connection with creatures
that may get a bit dirty. Bring
that share our environment while
a magnifying glass if you have
spotting some of our furry or
one, but it’s okay if you don’t.
feathered residents, with Darryl.
SAT DISCOVERY LAB 11:00AM
SAT SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT
12NOON

CAPACITY 20

MICHELLE COATES

Michelle is a yoga teacher and an
aromatherapist with over 16 years’ experience.
She is the owner of Woodfloria where she
facilitates regular workshops including
meditation, aromatherapy, Women’s Circles
and yoga classes. More recently she has
extended her passion for health and wellbeing to create a range of skincare products,
using pure essential oils and Australian
Wildflower Essences which work on the subtle
energy fields of the body to encourage healing
on all levels.

KAYA SLATER

Kaya is a senior yoga teacher and mentor, across many styles and
lineages of yoga. She captivates those she works with by offering a
fully heartfelt space of playful, experimental, unique yoga with an
air of dedication, devotion and discipline that is almost tangible.
Kaya lives from a space of love and enjoys supporting others to do
the same through the yoga, healing work, body work and holistic
counselling/coaching she offers to her clients via 'Inner Journey',
an holistic health solutions hub based in Brisbane.

SAT SUN LILLY PILLY 3:15PM

AROMA YOGA
Michelle combines her two passions – yoga
and essential oils – to create a yoga class that
honours the healing properties of plants and
imparts the wisdom within. Using aromatic
kinesiology, an essential oil is chosen for
the group energy of the class. The profound
properties of these oils facilitate subtle energy
movement within the body, making space for
self-awareness and healing, restoring balance
and harmony to the body, mind and emotions.
SUN LILLY PILLY 3:15PM CAPACITY 20 AGE 15+

SAT SUN THE GROVE 7:00AM

SLOW DEEP HATHA YOGA
Open up in a slow deep Hatha flow practice designed
to open up the hips and heart, create space in your
body, freedom in your spine, mobility in your joints,
flush your organs of toxins, clear your mind and
senses and allow you to connect to yourself in a
deeply profound way. Prepare for the best night’s
sleep following this deep exploration of self through
yoga and healing sounds.
SAT LILLY PILLY 5:00PM AGES 15+
Michelle Coates

Kaya Slater

MINDFUL MOTION

YIN YANG MORNING FLOW
Wake up bright and alert with a combination of
uplifting yoga flow, slow deep Hatha and Yin yoga
led by Kaya, accompanied by a divine soundscape
from the Joy Dispensary. Whilst Yin is the feminine,
passive cooling energy, and Yang the masculine
dynamic energy, this combination style provides an
even balance of each to promote physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual balance and harmony.
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3rd Annual Crafty Bar

Try one of the multiple craft beers (or a ginger beer or cider if that’s more your style) from a wide
range of independent Queensland breweries. With a total of 20 different icy-cold beverages on offer,
we’re sure you’ll find something you like, and learn a thing or two as well. What’s more, the Crafty bar
now has a bigger better home, with plenty of room to sit and enjoy a beer with your friends and family
after an exciting day of workshops and planting. In addition to all the amazing craft beer on offer, the
brewers themselves will be on-site to discuss their beers and their breweries.

Who’s

Brewing?

THIS YEAR WE HAVE A LINE
UP OF BREWERS THAT WE ARE
REALLY EXCITED ABOUT…
ALL INN BREWING CO.,
BANYO
BROUHAHA BREWERY,
MALENY
REVEL BREWING CO.,
BULIMBA
YOUR MATES BREWING CO.,
WARANA
HELIOS BREWING CO.,
YEERONGPILLY
AETHER BREWING,
MILTON
GOOD BEER CO.,
YEERONGPILLY
GREEN BEACON BREWING,
TENERIFFE
NEWSTEAD BREWING CO.,
NEWSTEAD
BLACK HOPS BREWING,
BURLEIGH HEADS

SECRET SESSION
Do you love trying new and interesting beers? Visit The Crafty Bar before
7:45PM and buy a ticket to the Secret Session, where a selection of
our brewers will be offering tastings of some of their more unique and
limited release beers – beers that won’t be on tap – and talking about
them in an intimate tasting session in the beer garden.
FRI CRAFTY BAR 7:45PM
CAPACITY 20 $20PP AGES 18+

TASTING SESSIONS
Want to learn more about the beers we have on offer this year, and
the brewery and the people who make them? Every hour from around
midday the brewers will be running guided tastings of the beers that
they each have on tap. 15 minutes prior to each session, ticket-holders
can get a half-price taster of each of the two tasty beers to be discussed.
SAT CRAFTY BAR 12NOON UNTIL 5:00PM ON THE HOUR
SUN CRAFTY BAR 1:00PM UNTIL 5:00PM ON THE HOUR
$POA AGES 18+

COOKING WITH BEER
Join Brouhaha’s Head Chef James and award-winning brewer Matt as
they share their passion of great beer in more ways than one. Learn
the basics of pairing food with beer with a few of the Maleny-based
brewery’s signature dishes.
SUN SHARMY’S KITCHEN 12:30PM
CAPACITY 20 $70PP AGES 18+
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AUTUMN FEAST
Matt Golinski prepares a cosy feast of local and in-season produce
while you enjoy entertainment from the perfect musicians for
the job – Totally Gourdgeous. Matt will create a five-course,
vegetarian degustation using Autumn produce gathered directly
from his favourite growers in the region. Pick up meal inspiration
for the cooler months ahead while you enjoy a meal with a date
or a group in this special annual tradition. Bookings are limited,
via The Planting website. (Menu is set, no substitutions) Arrive at
7:30PM to be seated by 7:45PM.
SAT THE GROVE 7:30PM
CAPACITY 100 $65PP

WILD FOOD FORAGING AND USE

Matt prepares three dishes using local Australian ingredients
that you may have heard of, but not known how to use: lilly
pilly, bunya nuts, finger limes and native honey. You’ll leave
with the knowledge of how to adapt these ideas for use at
home, and having enjoyed a taste from the chef’s plates.
SUN SHARMY’S KITCHEN 2:30PM
CAPACITY 30 $45PP

GOURMET JAFFLE MAKING

Sure, you can slap some baked beans into a couple of
slices of bread, but could your winter toasties benefit from
learning to build with some quality ingredients from the
Sunshine Coast pantry and the help of a chef? If you’re
going to burn your mouth, burn it on the best. You’ll leave
with the most delicious toasted sandwich of your life – just
in time for lunch, with Matt Golinski.
SUN SHARMY’S KITCHEN 10:45AM
CAPACITY 30 $25PP

Matt Golinski

Sarah Lantz
& Buchi Brew Co. & Fermentary

KOMBUCHA FLAVOURING AND HANDSON FIRE CIDER TONIC MAKING
From soothing and relieving arthritic fingers through
to warding off coughs, flus, colds and respiratory
illnesses, fire cider truly is magical in its own right,
containing powerful immune-boosting, antiinflammatory, anti-bacterial, anti-viral, decongestant
and spicy circulatory properties that make it zesty
and potent. You will choose your ingredients that
suit your taste profile, and then take your 2-litre jar
of medicinal tonic home and watch the alchemy of
fermentation happen before adding this tonic to your
everyday health ritual, with Sarah Lantz.
SAT MORTAR & PESTLE 2:00PM
CAPACITY 25 $60PP

MISO MAKING

Get together with some other avid fermenters to
make miso – a magical fermented paste originating
from Japan – where Sarah Lantz got her miso
training. Miso is full of umami (or earthy taste) and is
used to flavour everything from soups to marinades,
salad dressings and desserts (think, chocolate miso
brownie, or miso caramel). Miso is generally three
ingredients: legumes (or nuts), salt and a culture
starter known as koji rice. You’ll use chickpea beans
with locally cultured koji rice to make a batch of red
miso. Take home a jar of this miso and watch the
alchemy of fermentation happen.
SAT MORTAR & PESTLE 3:30PM
CAPACITY 25 $60PP

Sarah Lantz
& Buchi Brew Co. & Fermentary

KITCHEN

Matt Golinski
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Dominque Liv Kamal

HOT HERBAL HONEY NIGHTWARMERS
Dominique Liv Kamal explains how making hot honeybased evening drinks will help you rest, relax and stay
healthy in the winter months and enjoy the cooler evenings.
FRI SHARMY’S KITCHEN 6:00PM
CAPACITY 30 $10PP

WHAT’S IN YOUR MORNING CUPPA?

How can you improve your health, have more daily focus,
boost your energy and feel sustained with wellness
simply by changing up your morning cuppa? Dominique
encourages you to think nourishing herbals and tonics
that taste delicious.
SAT MORTAR & PESTLE 8:00AM
CAPACITY 30 $10PP

COCONUT MUSHROOM SOUP TO SIP

Dom shares healthy mushroom recipes for light and
nourishing immune-boosting evening meals, including a
super simple coconut and mushroom soup.
SAT MORTAR & PESTLE 5:30PM
CAPACITY 30 $10PP

HERBAL TEAS FOR WINTERTIME WELLNESS

Great recipes for making wintertime health drinks with
Dom. Based on herbal teas, these drinks will boost your
immunity, help relieve coughs, colds and flus for the
whole family – and they taste delicious.
SUN MORTAR & PESTLE 8:00AM
CAPACITY 30 $10PP

COME KIMCHI WITH ME
Kimchi is deeply rooted in ancient cultures – learn
how to make this spicy Asian staple. It is full of flavour,
with pungency coming from the ginger, garlic and
onion, sweetness from the fruits and a tang from the
fermentation. Not too keen on spicy food? Vegan? Not to
worry, Sarah Lantz has traditional, vegan and non-spicy
options covered. Cost includes all local, seasonal and
organic ingredients, recipe, fermentation jar/pickle-pipe
(with your kimchi), instruction and sampling of different
kimchi batches made in the Buchi brewery.

Ugly Duck Preserves

PICKLING AND PRESERVING: AWARD-WINNING
MARMALADE (WITHOUT PECTIN)
Tangy, tart marmalades are such a classic kitchen staple.
Wouldn’t it be great to be able to make your own? Let Michelle
from Ugly Duck Preserves teach you how! Citrus fruit are in peak
season during the winter months, so let’s make the most of it.
Every participant will take home 3-4 large jars of marmalade.
Michelle will have a variety of locally grown citrus and spices
available to create interesting flavour combinations.
SAT MORTAR & PESTLE 10:30AM
CAPACITY 25 $35PP

PICKLING AND PRESERVING: CHUNKY TOMATO
RELISH

Join Michelle from Ugly Duck Preserves in a hands-on workshop
cooking up rich, chunky tomato relish - just the way you like it.
Learn how to safely preserve surplus tomatoes with this crowdpleaser, and gain the knowledge and confidence you need to
successfully cook up batch after batch of relish at home. Every
participant will take home 3-4 large jars of tomato relish.
SUN MORTAR & PESTLE 10:30AM
CAPACITY 25 $35PP

MEAD MAKING
You’re going to partake in a ritual that is perhaps as old as
civilisation itself: mead making! Mead is one of the oldest
alcoholic brewed beverages and it uses honey as the main
sugar base. With Raymond Mancy, you’ll take a closer look
at what Mead is, where it comes from, and brew some
yourselves to take home. This isn’t what you might think of – a
sickly sweet drink – you’re going to make something that's
much lighter and very refreshing.
SAT SHARMY’S KITCHEN 7:30PM
SUN SHARMY’S KITCHEN 5:00PM
CAPACITY 20 $80PP AGES 18+

SUN MORTAR & PESTLE 12:30PM
CAPACITY 25 $60PP

Sarah Lantz
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Raymond Mancy

Elisabeth Fekonia

OVERNIGHT CINNAMON ROLLS PART 1
Gooey, delicious, warm, and heavenlyscented, cinnamon rolls are a bake-at-home
treat that are perfect for the colder months.
Learn how to make rolls in a method that
you can take home. Mix and knead today, let
them prove overnight, and enjoy as a class
after baking them off tomorrow morning.
Saturday is for baking, Sunday morning for
eating: one price includes all. BYO coffee to
morning session, with Elisabeth Fekonia.
SAT SHARMY’S KITCHEN 6:00PM
CAPACITY 20 $25PP

OVERNIGHT CINNAMON ROLLS PART 2

Eating! Participation from Part 1 only, one
cost covers both sessions
SUN SHARMY’S KITCHEN 7:00AM

Create your own vegan versions of cheddar,
havarti and brie cheese, almond milk, cashew
cream, cultured butter, cream cheese, coco
yoghurt and buttermilk with Elisabeth
Fekonia. No special equipment is needed
– just a few ingredients from a health shop.
You will be surprised how easy it is and
inexpensive – and so delicious! E-Handouts
and taste testing included.
SAT SHARMY’S KITCHEN 10:45AM
CAPACITY 30 $75PP

PASTA MAKING
A Woodford mainstay, Giancarlo
Molinaro has had a relationship
with the festival for the past 30
years. Join him to find out how
to create some of the beautiful
pasta that has made Spaghetti
Junction the heart (or stomach!)
of the festival.
SUN MORTAR & PESTLE 3:00PM
CAPACITY 30 $30PP

SOURDOUGH BREAD AND
FERMENTED FOODS WORKSHOP:
HANDS-ON SOURDOUGH

Learn how to make delicious sourdough
bread, wraps, pasta, crackers, and fermented
foods including sauerkraut, tomato sauce,
fermented mango/pineapple chutney
and fermented fruit paste with Elisabeth
Fekonia. Hands-on participation from class
volunteers will ensure you know how to
make sourdough bread and fermented
foods from scratch. E-handouts with recipes,
sourdough starter, bread dough to bake at
home or bake on the day and taste testing
are all a part of this workshop.
SAT SHARMY’S KITCHEN 2:30PM
CAPACITY 30 $75PP

Giancarlo Molinaro

TINY FOOD GARDENS
Dive into the world of container
gardens – for food! – with
Woodfordian landscaper, Merit
Femino. Learn how to build a
living arrangement, set to the
stories of helping build the
festival sites. Enjoy planting,
pruning, and storytelling.

SAT MORTAR & PESTLE 12:30PM
CAPACITY 15 $45PP AGES 16+

Merit Femino

KITCHEN

VEGAN (NON-DAIRY) CHEESES
AND PRODUCTS
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DISCOVERYLAB

Woodfordia’s BioDiscovery Project

Celebrate biodiversity conservation through citizen science engagement in the BioDiscovery Project:
immerse yourself in quests with conservation scientists and workshops in the DiscoveryLab venue.
Gather scientific data by taking pictures on your phone of any creature, plant or fungi you come
across and submit it through the free QuestaGame app for mapping and identification. Find out more
at the Forest Woodfordia and DiscoveryLab venues. The BioDiscovery Project is proudly supported by
Advance Queensland through the Queensland Government.
SAT DISCOVERYLAB 10:30AM

DAVID HAYNES

JEREMY BRADLEY

WAYNE BOATWRIGHT

SAT SUN DISCOVERYLAB 10:30AM
SAT THE GROVE 4:10PM
SUN DISCOVERYLAB 5:30PM

SAT DISCOVERYLAB 5:15PM

SUN FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT
1:00PM DISCOVERYLAB 2:00PM

David is a co-founder of QuestaGame,
an Australian mobile game bringing
people back to nature, and an amateur
naturalist with a strong passion for
helping people see life from a new
perspective.

BACK AT THE LAB: DISCOVER
WATER BUGS

Aquatic invertebrates are common,
diverse, relatively easy to identify
and sensitive to water pollution,
habitat degradation and other
human disturbances. They are also
indicators of river health. Get up
close and identify a variety of aquatic
invertebrates collected from in and
near Woodfordia earlier in the day,
which will be under the DiscoveryLab
microscopes for a live show-and-tell
workshop about their ecology and
incredible adaptations with the
Aquabugologists.
SAT DISCOVERYLAB 4:00PM

BACK AT THE LAB: THE
SECRET LIFE OF MOSSES

Mosses, liverworts and hornwarts
are fascinating tiny plants which you
will examine under the microscope.
Be mesmerised by their gorgeous,
delicate yet resilient nature with
Andrew Franks.
SAT DISCOVERYLAB NOON
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Jeremy is a farmer, soil health
activist and self-educated
microbiologist. Sustainability,
climate repair and river health
are his passions. He has three
Landcare awards for innovations in
sustainable Agriculture.

MEET THE WORKERS OF
THE SOIL UNDERWORLD

Join Jeremy and discover what
ecosystem services bacteria,
fungi, protists algae and microarthropods can contribute to
healthy food, sustainable soil and
climate stability.
SUN DISCOVERYLAB 1:00PM

BACK AT THE LAB: SPIDER
IDENTIFICATION

Spiders are cool, and to identify
them we need to examine their
genitalia under the microscope,
so join Robert to find out how
this is done and get over any
arachnophobia you imagine you
have with Robert Whyte.

SAT SUN DISCOVERYLAB 3:00PM
CAPACITY 20

Wayne is a President of The
Queensland Mycological Society
(QMS), a group of citizen scientists
who share a common passion and
love for fungi, in understanding
their role and in documenting
Queensland’s fungal diversity.

BACK AT THE LAB: FUNGI
IDENTIFICATION

To identify fungi you need to use a
microscope to look at their spores
and other morphological features.
Learn how to identify fungi with
Sandra Tuszynska and Wayne
Boatwright.
SUN DISCOVERYLAB 2:00PM
CAPACITY 20

FROG IDENTIFICATION

Australian frogs are incredibly
diverse and play an absolutely
essential role in the ecosystem.
Learn from frog expert JeanMarc Hero how to identify these
fascinating creatures through their
calls and other specific features.
SUN DISCOVERYLAB 11:00AM
CAPACITY 20

BIOQUEST WRAP SESSION

Let’s see the results of our
BioDiscovery Project: what amazing
creatures have been found, and
whether any potential new species
have been discovered. David Haynes
will inspire you to play QuestaGame
in your own backyard to keep
contributing to biodiversity research.
SUN DISCOVERYLAB 5:30PM

AN IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE HELD AT WOODFORDIA

Woodfordia Invites you onsite to an immersive world-away-from ‘reality’ for our Artisan
Camp. Here each day is dedicated to learning and building new skills. Featuring a
diverse offering of fun, intensive classes facilitated by passionate & renowned artists.

HALF-PRICE PLANTING TICKETS!
Your Artisan Camp participation allows you to purchase tickets to The Planting Festival
at half price, which takes place the following weekend 4–6 MAY.

CHILD CARE AVAILABLE
WITH THE WILDLINGS

Hand your kids over to the Wildlings Adventure Clubs for $50 a day. They’ll come back
buzzing from a day spent exploring, and you are free to take a deep breath, relax, and
dive right into your class. For 3–15 years, book online at www.artisancamp.com

ARTISAN FEAST

THE BAR

Join in the celebrations on the final night
of the Artisan Camp by enjoying delicious
dinner and drinks with your fellow artisans.
We can cater for gluten free, vegan and
vegetarian diets. The Artisan Camp Dinner
is included in your Artisan Camp ticket.

After a long day of making and creating,
we have your refreshment needs covered
with a delicious array of beverages,
including our signature Artisan Camp
cocktail. Also included are morning
stretches and live performances.
FEATURED ARTWORK BY VANESSA WALLACE

ENQUIRES (07) 5496 1066

W W W . A R T I S A N C A M P. C O M
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Price includes all materials & Artisan Feast 2 May

Chelsea McGuffin

CIRCUS

Sue Ray

SONGWRITING

Greg Sheehan

RHYTHM

Neridah Waters

DANCE

RABKA

SILVERSMITHING

 SONGWRITING WITH SUE 3 DAYS $360 30 APR – 2 MAY
 HAT MAKING WITH KIRSTEN 3 DAYS $420 30 APR – 2 MAY
 CIRCUS SKILLS WITH CHELSEA DAYS $380 30 APR – 2 MAY
 SILVERSMITHING WITH RABKA 3 DAYS $520 30 APR – 2 MAY
 PAINTING WITH VANESSA 3 DAYS $380 30 APR – 2 MAY
38

Bookings

Book your class online at www.artisancamp.com
Payment plan options available online.

ArtisanCamp.com for more details

Kirsten Fletcher

HAT MAKING
Dave Thornton

COMEDY

Vanessa Wallace

PAINTING

Philip Griffin

UKULELE

CHILDCARE AVAILABLE

with the Wildlings

 COMEDY WITH DAVE 3 DAYS $320 30 APR–2 MAY
 UKULELE WITH PHILIP 3 DAYS $280 30 APR–2 MAY
 RHYTHM WITH GREG 3 DAYS $360 30 APR–2 MAY
 DANCE WITH NERIDAH 1 FULL DAY $100 2 MAY
 CHILDCARE WITH WILDLINGS ADVENTURE CLUB $50 P/DAY

Bookings

Book your class online at www.artisancamp.com
Payment plan options available online.
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Come and visit the the Medicine
Room at the Planting Festival.
Beautiful hand made organic
herbal skin products including
balms, nectars and perfumes.
Come and chat with us for herbal
naturopathic support to help
enhance your wellness.
Visit our website for blogs,
health info and events.
LONG TABLE WELLNESS DAYS
Herbal Medicine Immunity
Jun 9th ‘19
Your Home Herbal First Aid Kit Aug 18th ‘19
Making Medicinal Sauces & Dressings
Oct 13th ’19
Make Your Own Herbal Festive Gifts
Dec 1st ’19

MEDICINEROOM.COM.AU
PH 0409765033
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Partners Since 1995
Proud to support
The Planting

TENTCITYHIRE.COM.AU 07 5482 6788
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Valued partner of The Planting Festival
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Geoffrey Smith and Troy Baxter

GEOFFREY SMITH AND TROY BAXTER

Seasoned nest box enthusiasts, Geoffrey
and Troy are currently replacing all nest
boxes on site so that the resident hollowdependent animals have an opportunity to
occupy this beautiful, regenerating location.
Geoffrey has over 40 years of experience in
wildlife research, while Troy has been a bush
regenerator for most of his life.

SAT SPROUT 2:30PM SOMEWHERE ELSE 3:40PM
SUN SOMEWHERE ELSE 10:45AM SPROUT 3:00PM

BAMBOOZLE

Dan pursues a permaculture life through
school and community gardening. Dan is
inspired by fun, creative and participatory
processes, the joy of learning and doing and a
love of the garden.
SAT SPROUT 10:30AM
SUN SPROUT 1:30PM

DARRYL JONES

Darryl is a professor of ecology at Griffith
University but has been so obsessed with
the bizarre world of the brush-turkey he has
virtually become one. Now you can too!
SAT FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 12NOON
SPROUT 1:30PM
SUN SOMEWHERE ELSE 9:00AM
FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 11:00AM

ELLIOT LEACH AND JESS MACKIE

Elliot and Jess have been fascinated by the
natural world since childhood. They are
excited to share their knowledge of Australia’s
unique fauna with you.

Nancy Brown

Shanti Martin

SHANTI MARTIN

Shanti is a craftswoman with an
unconditional love for children,
animals and the environment. She
is also ‘the polar bear lady’ who has
guided us in reFURbishing Nanook.
SAT HIVE 2:00PM
SUN HIVE 1:45PM

SEAN MORROW

Sean has over 25 years of
experience in the landscaping
industry and is the director of
One Earth Landscaping. His
passions include creating native
habitat, growing organic food and
biodynamics.
SAT SOMEWHERE ELSE 11:00AM
SUN LILLY PILLY 10:30AM
SOMEWHERE ELSE 2:30PM
FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 4:00PM

JEAN-MARC HERO

Professor Hero’s Froggy Family have
been searching for frogs, from the
Amazon to the forests of eastern
Australia. They will immerse you into
the world of frogs, sharing croaky
experiences and fun activities.
SAT CHRYSALIS 10:30AM
FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 6:00PM
SUN THE DISCOVERYLAB 11:00AM
CHRYSALIS 2:00PM
FIELD TRIP MEETING POINT 6:00PM

NANCY BROWN

Nancy is an artist who explores
ceramics, textiles and printing.
She shares these skills in the
collaborative process of creating
large scale artwork from many
hands, making murals, hand printed
banners and installations.
SAT HIVE 10:00AM
HIVE 1:30PM
SUN HIVE 1:30PM

SAMANTHA JACQUES

ClaySpace is a calming and relaxing
workshop for children of all ages,
even the big kids. Sam and Reanna
love working with children sharing
their love of clay making. Let your
imagination run wild while your
hands do all the work.
SAT CLAYSPACE 10:00AM
CLAYSPACE 1:00PM
SUN CLAYSPACE 10:00AM
CLAYSPACE 1:00PM

LISA ISELIN

Lisa is an environmental artist from
North Stradbroke Island. A familiar
face in the children’s festival. She
creates colourful and very useful
treasures from upcycled garbage,
trinkets and threads.
SAT SOMEWHERE ELSE 9:00AM
HIVE 10:30AM HIVE 3:00PM
SUN HIVE 10:30AM HIVE 2:30PM

SAT CHRYSALIS 2:00PM
SUN CHRYSALIS 10:15AM

Elliot Leach and Jess Mackie
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Jean-Marc Hero

Lisa Iselin

Sue Findlay

SAT HIVE 2:00PM
SUN HIVE 10:15AM

THE GREATER GOOD
MOVEMENT

This crew gives back to the community
through hands-on education that
builds individual skills and resilience.
Their passionate and inspiring
movement teaches others about
reusing, recycling, earthship-inspired
and natural houses, and sustainability.
SAT HIVE 10:15AM
SUN SPROUT 10:00AM

TRACY LEWIS

Tracy is a local eco artist and children’s
art specialist teacher working
throughout the Sunshine Coast and
South Burnett Regions.
SUN HIVE 10:00AM

UNCLE NOEL BLAIR

Uncle Noel is a Traditional
Custodian of Jinibara Country,
which was recognised in 2012 by
the Federal Court in a native title
determination.
SAT CHRYSALIS 9:20AM
SAT SUN AMPHI 11:00AM 3:00PM
SUN CHRYSALIS 11:15AM

Uncle Noel Blair

ROBERT WHYTE

Besides being an author,
photographer, editor, journalist,
and co-owner and director of
the multimedia firm ToadShow,
Robert has become a highly
regarded Australian spider
expert who has identified and
named at least 100 new species
of spiders over the last 10 years.
He is the co-author of A Field
Guide to Spiders of Australia
(CSIRO).
SAT THE GROVE 12:30PM FIELD
TRIP MEETING POINT 2:00PM THE
DISCOVERYLAB 3:00PM THE GROVE
4:10PM
SUN CHRYSALIS 1:00PM FIELD
TRIP MEETING POINT 2:00PM THE
DISCOVERYLAB 3:00PM

THIAGO BARBOSA

Thiago is the director of Syntropic
Farms and has been growing food since
childhood. Thiago grew up as part of an
Indigenous community that farmed within
the forest, and is a pioneer of syntropic
farming, developing several systems at
Byron Bay Harvest. Initially the soil of
the land was sandy and very lacking in
nutrients, and he’s now growing lettuce,
coriander, zucchini, mulberry and more.
He facilitates workshops and helps
farmers transition from conventional to
regenerative practices common in Brazil,
across Australia.
SAT BUNYA 10:30AM CHRYSALIS 1:00PM

A Village Called...

The Vegetable Plot

THE VEGETABLE PLOT

The Vegetable Plot is a fresh, funky band
on a mission of love and ‘peas’. Perfect
for kids, families, and anyone who
enjoys rootsy music and rotten puns.
SAT CHRYSALIS 9:30AM
CHRYSALIS 4:20PM
SUN CHRYSALIS 9:30AM
CHRYSALIS 4:10PM

CHILDREN’S

SUE FINDLAY

Sue is a textile artist who presents
environmentally themed workshops
for children to encourage spontaneous
creativity. Children learn stitching and
cutting techniques and assistance from
parents is definitely encouraged.
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WELCOME TO COUNTRY WITH UNCLE NOEL
9:20AM - 9:30AM
chrysalis

9

10

SONG OF LOVE AND
PEAS

clayspace

9:30AM - 10:00AM

Join Sam and Reanna and
channel your imagination
through your hands and
create, in clay, your inner
vision.

Let Aspara Gus, Ru Barb and
Sir Paul McCarrotney teach
you how to twist and sprout
in this fresh, funky, awardwinning live music show for
kids, families and foodies.

chrysalis

11

12

WILD WORLD OF
FROGS

Learn about frogs: who they
are, how to identify them,
their calls, the habitats in
which they live, and why
they are important for
humans.

10:30AM - 11:00AM

CLAYSPACE

10:00AM – 12NOON
face paint

FACEPAINTING

Who will you be
today? Freestyle your
imagination and project
your inner fantasy in
colour.
10:00AM - 12NOON

chrysalis

SYNTROPIC NATURE

1

2

Plants love growing close
to one another – they talk
to each other! Join Thiago
and learn how you can plant
many plants in small spaces
and how they all have
special roles to play to help
each other to grow. Copy a
rainforest.

1:00PM - 1:30PM
chrysalis

3

4

CLAYSPACE

Join Sam and Reanna and
channel your imagination
through your hands and
create, in clay, your inner
vision.
1:00PM - 4:30PM

2:00PM - 2:30PM

Who will you be
today? Freestyle your
imagination and project
your inner fantasy in
colour.
1:00PM - 4:00PM

FRESH BEETS

5

clayspace

face paint

chrysalis

Catch a ride on the soil
train and join Aspara
Gus, Ru Barb and Sir Paul
McCarrotney for a twisting
and sprouting good time.
Watch out, there’s a whole
lot of veggies going on.

4:20PM - 5:00PM

hive

POCKET OF SEEDS

Create a pocket for your
zero-waste kit. Stencil your own
designs on a pocket for your
handkerchief, seeds, straws
and other useful reusable carry
around things.

10:00AM - 12NOON
hive

METAMORPHOSIS OF THE
PLASTIC BOTTLE
Up-cycling warriors, come
and create a masterpiece with
plastic and your imagination.
Make a treasure box, a bird
feeder, a super cute animal
planter, a gnome house, or
even your own lunchbox.

10:15AM – 11:45AM
hive

TELLY CABLE DOLLIES

Design your own colourful and
creative new friend with wool,
buttons, beads and bits of your
old land line.

10:30AM - 12NOON

BECOME A BIRD NERD

Are you interested in
Australian birds? Would
you like to learn some tips
and tricks to make you a
better birder? Learn about
Australia’s unique avifauna
with Elliot and Jess.

SAtuRdaY

FACEPAINTING

hive

MAGICAL
HANDERKERCHIEFS

Let’s bring back our old friend
the hankie! Print and paint it
and then learn all of the old
tricks of cooling, wrapping and
knotting with it – all the uses,
apart from blowing your nose.

1:30PM - 3:30PM
hive

TALKING TURKEY

Stitch a brush turkey from bits
of blanket, wool, buttons and
beads. Celebrate these birds of
the bush.

2:00PM - 3:30PM
hive

NANOOK THE POLAR
BEAR

KIDS’ YOGA PLAY

Stretch, move and breathe, make
new friends, laugh, pummel and
squeeze.

9:00AM - 9:30AM
sprout

HANGING GARDENS OF
BAMBOO

A breath of fresh air, a drop of
dew, just a nook or a cranny and
off they will grow – oh what a
delight, it’s an epiphyte! Create
a pendulous green space of
bromeliads and orchids from
beautiful bamboo.

10:30AM - 12NOON
somewhere else

FROG POND BUILDING

Join Sean and learn lots of ways
to create habitat, regardless of
where you live. Water, rocks,
logs, plants and mulch, plus
plenty of insects make a frog’s
paradise.

11:00AM - 12NOON
sprout

BRUSH TURKEY GAMES

Step into the world of the brush
turkey – boy or girl? Build a
mound, make it warm, find food
and make yourself look stunning.
Who will win the Golden Egg?

1:30PM - 2:00PM
sprout

NEST BOX BUILDING

Join in the fun of building a
dwelling for Woodfordia’s
hollow-dependent animals,
including gliding marsupials,
microbats and possums. Learn
the secrets of what makes a good
home and make them ready for
hanging in the trees.

2:30PM - 3:30PM
somewhere else

In the third year of Nanook’s
transformation, we’ll finish the
additions to her fur that have
resulted in a metamorphosis,
from invisibility to polar bear.

NEST BOX VIEWING

hive

3:40PM - 4:30PM

2:00PM - 4:00PM

HAPPY SACKS
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somewhere else

Stitch, decorate and sew your
own purse, pouch or shoulder
bag. It’s up-cycling with onion
and potato sacks, buttons,
beads and colourful threads.

3:00PM - 4:30PM

Using a tiny camera, you’ll
discover our resident native
animals. Find out who is at
home, who is asleep and who
may be inquisitive of this strange
intruder.

y
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chrysalis

BUSH CRITTERS

FRESH BEETS

Catch a ride on the soil
train and join Aspara
Gus, Ru Barb and Sir Paul
McCarrotney for a twisting
and sprouting good time.

9:30AM - 10:00AM
chrysalis

BIRDS AND
BINOCULARS

Take part in a binocularmaking workshop for
kids and learn a bit about
Australian birds.

10:15AM-10:45AM
chrysalis

JINIBARA SPEAKS

Join traditional custodians
Uncle Noel Blair and his
nephew BJ for a yarn, and
share their knowledge as
they teach you Jinibara ways
and language.

clayspace

CLAYSPACE

Join Sam and Reanna and
channel your imagination
through your hands and
create, in clay, your inner
vision.

10:00AM - 12NOON
face paint

FACEPAINTING

Who will you be
today? Freestyle your
imagination and project
your inner fantasy in
colour.
10:00AM - 12NOON

11:15AM - 12NOON

Spiders are amazing! Learn
where to look for spiders,
how to catch them safely
and how to identify them.
Australia’s Spiderman,
Robert is a spider scientist
or arachnologist, and he will
share the wonders of our
spiders and their secret lives.

1:00PM - 1:30PM
chrysalis

WILD WORLD OF
FROGS

Learn about frogs - who
they are and how to identify
them. Discover their calls,
the habitats in which they
live and why they are
important for humans.

10:00AM - 12NOON
hive

STITCHING PICTURES

Create a forest scene using
simple embroidery techniques.
Attach this to a stick frame
for your new bedroom wall
hanging.

10:15AM - 11:45AM
hive

FLOWER POWER SEED
BOMBS

Guerilla gardeners take action
and be prepared to get dirty.
Mix and mush our secret flowerpower recipe so that your
garden explodes with colourful
blossoming blooms.

10:30AM - 12NOON

chrysalis

SPIDERMAN: THE
SPIDER QUEST

Using dried seed pods, clay
and your imagination, create a
new best mate sculpture from
the bush, or a family of eco-art
critters.

clayspace

CLAYSPACE

Join Sam and Reanna and
channel your imagination
through your hands and
create, in clay, your inner
vision.

1:00PM - 4:00PM
face paint

FACEPAINTING

Who will you be
today? Freestyle your
imagination and project
your inner fantasy in
colour.
1:00PM - 4:00PM

hive

PILLOWCASE DREAM
MAKER

Up-cycle a pillowcase with your
own spectacular leafy Planting
Festival design. Paint, print
and dye your new sleeping
companion from old to new,
ready for your next pillow fight
or a night of sweet dreams.

1:30PM - 3:30PM
hive

NANOOK THE POLAR
BEAR

In the third year of Nanook’s
transformation, everyone is
welcome to come finish the
additions to her fur that have
resulted in a metamorphosis,
from her one time invisibility to
a stellar vision of a polar bear.

2:00PM - 2:30PM

1:45PM - 3:45PM

chrysalis

hive

SONG OF LOVE AND
PEAS

Let Aspara Gus, Ru Barb and
Sir Paul McCarrotney teach
you how to twist and sprout
in this fresh, funky, awardwinning live music show for
kids, families and foodies.

4:10PM - 4:50PM

HAPPY SACKS

Get creative and inventive.
Stitch, decorate and sew your
own purse, pouch or shoulder
bag. It’s up-cycling with onion
and potato sacks, buttons,
beads and colourful threads.

somewhere else

BRUSH TURKEY GAMES

Step into the world of the brush
turkey – boy or girl? Build a
mound, make it warm, find food
and make yourself look stunning.
Who will win the Golden Egg?

9

9:00AM - 9:30AM
sprout

FAMILY RAG RUG

10

10:00AM - 12NOON

11

Gather your family and join in on
some relaxing fun, as you sit and
weave all your happy planting
memories into a bright and
colourful rag rug for your home.

somwhere else

NEST BOX VIEWING

Using a tiny camera, you’ll
discover our resident native
animals; find out who is at home,
who is asleep and who may
be very inquisitive about this
strange intruder.

12

10:45AM - 12NOON
sprout

UTENSILS FROM NATURE

Grow your own spoons! Plants
produce much more than
flowers and food, in fact almost
everything comes from them.
Create your own designer
kitchenware from bamboo.

1

2

1:30PM - 2:45PM
somewhere else

FROG POND BUILDING

Join Sean and learn lots of ways
to create habitat, regardless of
where you live. Water, rocks,
logs, plants and mulch, plus
plenty of insects make a frog’s
paradise.

2:30PM - 3:30PM

3

4

sprout

NEST BOX BUILDING

Join in the fun of building a
dwelling for Woodfordia’s
hollow-dependent animals,
including gliding marsupials,
microbats and possums. Learn
the secrets of what makes a good
home and make them ready for
hanging in the trees.

5

3:00PM - 4:00PM

2:30PM - 4:00PM

45

Friday 3 May

WOODFORDIA ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
BOOK ONLINE OR AT FOREST WOODFORDIA
FRI 5:00PM - 9:00PMPM

BUNYA
STAGE

THE
GROVE

LILLY
PILLY

SESSIONS
BAR

workshop

BRAZILIAN
DANCE
CLASS

Runaway
Belles

UKULELE JAM

5:30PM - 7:00PM

with Sasha

6:00PM - 6:50PM

SHARMY’S
KITCHEN

CRAFTY
BAR

HOT HERBAL
HONEY
NIGHTWARMERS
Dominique Liv
Kamal

6

6:00PM - 6:45PM

$10PP

6:15PM - 7:00PM

7

pond

WELCOME
Mal Webb
Danny
Widdicombe
with Trichotomy
8:00PM - 8:50PM

Hat Fitz and
Cara

9:30PM - 10:20PM

Som De
Calcada

10:45PM - 11:45PM

3RD ANNUAL
CRAFTY BAR
SECRET SESSION

7:45PM - 8:35PM

Tullara

8:30PM - 9:20PM

IRISH TUNES

Jeunae Rogers

8:00PM - 10:00PM

7:45PM - 8:45PM
$20PP (18+)

8
9

9:00PM - 9:50PM

MARIO:
QUEEN OF
MOTIVATION
with
Mario, Queen
of the Circus

10:00PM - 11:00PM

10
Ash Bell
and
SaraTindley

10:15PM - 11:05PM

‘ALL IN’
SESSION

10:00PM 12MIDNIGHT

Pitch Luxury Camping

11

https://pitchluxurycamping.com

0468 737 370
pitchluxurycamping

Weddings
Corporate Events
Hens Nights
Kids Parties
Family Groups
Romantic Getaways
Weekend Escapes

BOOK NOW!
Woodford Folk
Festival 2019

Saturday 4 May							

FOREST
WOODFORDIA

7

THE
GROVE

LILLY
PILLY

Andrew Maitland

8:00AM - 10:00AM

9
10
11
12

CYCADS
PLANTING
PROJECT
Grahame and
Cathy Jackson

8:00AM - 10:00AM

BUTTERFLY
PROJECT

Peter Macqueen

8:00AM - 10:00AM

FUNGI
GARDENS
Sandra Tuszynska
and Julian Grigg

8:00AM - 10:00AM

1

NATIVE
GRASSES
Paul Songhurst

2

RARE AND
ENDANGERED
SPECIES

8:00AM - 10:00AM

Robert Price

8:00AM - 10:00AM

STP WETLAND
MAINTENANCE

3

JJ Bruce

8:00AM - 11:00AM

BAMBOO
FOREST
PRUNING
Durnford Dart

4

8:00AM - 11:00AM

TREEHUGGING
KIDS

5

Fiona Davy and
Caroline JeffreysRady

8:00AM - 10:00AM

6

SISTERHOOD OF
THE TRAVELLING
PLANTS
David Ahrens and
Celia Duffy

7

8:00AM - 10:00AM

TINKER &
THE TAILOR
DISCOVERYLAB

yoga

YIN YANG
MORNING
FLOW
Kaya Slater
and The Joy
Dispensary

7:00AM - 8:00AM

CREATIVE MUSIC
FOR EVERYONE
The Joy
Dispensary
10:45AM - 12:15PM

NAME THAT
SPIDER:
LEHTINELAGIA
WOODFORDIA
Robert Whyte

BOOK ONLINE OR AT FOREST WOODFORDIA SAT SUN 8:00AM-8:30AM

Angel Strings
7:30AM - 8:00AM

TOP BAR BEE
KEEPING
Brisbane
Backyard Bees

10:30AM - 11:20AM

REVERSING
CLIMATE
CHANGE WITH
FUNGI
Sandra Tuszynska

11:40AM - 12:30PM

12:30PM - 1:20PM

DISCOVER
WATER BUGS

The
Aquabugologists
1:45PM - 2:35PM

GROWING
COMMUNITY
Robin Clayfield
2:40PM - 3:55PM

CITIZEN
SCIENCE PANEL
• Caitlin Syme
• Robert Whyte
• James Gullison
• Sandra
Tuszynska
• Guy Webb
• David Haynes
4:10PM - 5:00PM

HOW TO BE
YOUR OWN
BEST DOCTOR
Dominique Liv
Kamal

12:45PM - 1:35PM

CHINESE
MEDICINE: FIVE
ELEMENTS AND
FOUR SEASONS
Nick Hilton
2:00PM - 2:50PM

CO-CREATE
WITH PLANT
ENERGIES
Michelle Coates
and Annie
Meredith
3:15PM - 4:45PM

LIFE IN
SYNTROPY
Thiago Barbosa

10:30AM - 11:20PM

CLIMATE
CHANGE
Brian Von Herzen
and Natalie
Isaacs

SEED: THE
UNTOLD STORY
FMTV: Food
Matters
5:10PM - 6:45PM

SLOW DEEP
HATHA YOGA
Kaya Slater and
The Joy
Dispensary

GEODESIC
ARCHITECTURE
WITH
ZOMETOOL
• Dave Keenan
• Brian Von
Herzen
• Nici Long

10:30AM - 12:30PM

tinker

SILVER RING
RABKA Gold &
Silversmiths

8:30AM - 10:30AM

$68PP

tinker

PENDANT OR
EARRING
RABKA Gold &
Silversmiths

AUTUMN FEAST
Matt Golinski
and Totally
Gourdgeous

1:15PM - 2:15PM

Kate Burke
and Ruth
Hazleton

11:30AM - 1:30PM
$48PP

10
11
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MARIO:
QUEEN OF
MOTIVATION

A LIFESTYLE
REVOLUTION

Natalie Isaacs
4:00PM - 5:00PM

Hat Fitz and
Cara
5:30PM - 6:20PM

SILVER RING
RABKA Gold &
Silversmiths
$68PP

THINE ART
BELOVED
Dr Sketchy’s
Anti-Art School

tinker

$38PP

1:30PM - 3:30PM

Mario, Queen of
the Circus
9:30PM - 10:30PM

Taraf Tambal

10:50PM - 11:40PM

Ironing
Maidens

10:15PM - 11:15PM

KOKEDAMA
Housemade
Projects

10:45AM - 12:45PM

$38PP

11:00AM - 1:00PM

8:00AM - 10:00AM

$32PP

POLYMER CLAY
VASES AND
VESSELS
Shannon Gibbs

10:45AM - 12:45PM

$32PP

$68PP

discoverylab

seed

HAND
LETTERING
Rob Clark

2:30PM - 5:30PM

$32PP

BIODISCOVERY
PROJECT
David Haynes &
Sarah Tuszynska
10:30AM 12NOON

discoverylab

SECRET LIFE OF
MOSSES
Andrew Franks

ZomeTools

GEODESIC
ARCHITECTURE
WITH
ZOMETOOL
• Dave Keenan
• Brian Von
Herzen
• Nici Long
3:00PM - 5:00PM

Archie Roach

Mànran

9:30PM - 10:20PM

Caravãna Sun

10:50PM - 11:40PM

KOKEDAMA
THINE ART
BELOVED
Dr Sketchy’s
Anti-Art School

Housemade
Projects

1:30PM - 3:30PM

$38PP

RESIN RING AND
EARRINGS
Nature’s Forge –
Anita Baills
1:45PM - 3:45PM

$32PP

1:45PM - 3:45PM

$38PP

12NOON 12:50PM

DIY SYNTH
MACHINES
Ironing Maidens

HANDMADE
NATURAL BODY
CARE: LOTION,
OIL AND BALM
Ali McGann

$38PP

$38PP

discoverylab

SUBPOD
GARDENS
Andrew Hayim
De Vries

2:00PM - 3:00PM

discoverylab

SPIDER I.D.
Robert Whyte
3:00PM - 3:50PM

discoverylab

8:00PM - 9:00PM

9:00PM - 9:50PM

$32PP

POLYMER CLAY
EARRINGS
Shannon Gibbs

$38PP

tinker

SILVER RING
RABKA Gold &
Silversmiths

2:45PM - 3:45PM

$65PP

Ash Bell and
Sara Tindley

8:00AM - 10:00AM

4:30PM - 6:30PM

HOW DID THE
WORLD BEGIN
Jessica Bloom

Runaway
Belles

7:30PM - 9:00PM

8:15AM - 10:15AM

TINY GARDENS
Merit Femino

$52PP

PUPPET
MAKING
Sol Puppetman

5:00PM - 6:15PM

7:30PM - 8:20PM

MACRAME
PLANT
HOLDERS
Jane Little

11:30AM - 12:30PM

seed

11:45AM - 12:45PM

$35PP

film

ZomeTools

pond

9

THE
MAKER

WOODFORDIA ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS

BRAZILIAN COMMUNITY TREE PLANTING

8

THE
BOWERBIRD

GATHER AT THE BUNYA STAGE

8:00AM - 10:00AM

NATIVE
ORCHIDS
Bob Bell, David
Arhens and Celia
Duffy

SEED &
ZOMETOOLS

PLANTING FOR ALL - 8:00AM - 10:30AM

TREE SHAPING

8

BUNYA

WATER BUGS
The
Aquabugolists
4:00PM - 4:50PM

discoverylab

SOIL BIOLOGY
Jeremy Bradley
and Guy Webb
5:15PM - 6:15PM

4:30PM - 6:30PM

4:15PM - 6:15PM

RESIN BANGLES
Nature’s Forge –
Anita Baills
4:15PM - 6:15PM

$38PP

					

OUT ON
WOODFORDIA
meet at forest
woodfordia
BIRDWALK
Roy
Sonnenburg

7:00AM - 8:00AM

labyrinth

WEAVING AND
LABYRINTH
BEAUTIFICATION
Sacred Union
Labyrinth
9:30AM - 11:30AM

gabion walls

BIRD CALLS
Roy Sonnenburg

10:00AM - 11:00AM

pond

Jinibara
Emerging Dance
Troupe

10:45AM - 11:05AM

amphi

JINIBARA SPEAR
THROWING
Uncle Noel Blair
11:00AM-12NOON

labyrinth

CEREMONY:
DEEPEN IN
LOVE WITH
OURSELVES AND
OUR WORLD
Sacred Union
Labyrinth
11:30AM - 12:30PM

amphi

JINIBARA SPEAR
THROWING
Uncle Noel Blair
3:00PM - 4:00PM

labyrinth

LABYRINTH
WALK TO
MUSIC
Sacred Union
Labyrinth

CRAFTY &
SESSIONS
BAR

A VILLAGE
CALLED

SHARMY’S
KITCHEN

MORTAR &
PESTLE

CAPTIVATING
CLIMATE
CONVERSATION
Jenny Riesz and
Nell Azuri

crafty bar

LET’S LEARN
TO PLAY
TOGETHER
Andrew
Clermont

10:45AM - 11:45AM

ELECTRONIC
ARCHITECTS GIRLS TO THE
FRONT PART ONE
Sven Dowideit

9:00AM – 12NOON

$35PP

UKULELE
WORKSHOP

12NOON - 5:00PM

VEGAN
(NON-DAIRY)
CHEESES AND
PRODUCTS
Elisabeth
Fekonia
$75PP

VILLAGE
BUILDING

sessions bar

TIN WHISTLE
WORKSHOP

1:30PM – 2:15PM

ELECTRONIC
ARCHITECTS PART ONE
Sven Dowideit

10:00AM – 1:00PM
$35PP

sessions bar

AUSTRALIAN
TRADITIONAL
DANCE TUNES
2:30PM - 3:30PM

sessions bar

GOOD TUNES
4:00PM - 5:00PM

sessions bar

ITALIAN SONGS
AND TUNES
5:00PM - 6:00PM

4:30PM - 5:30PM

DROP IN

FLAG RAISING
3:30PM - 4:00PM

SOURDOUGH
BREAD AND
FERMENTED
FOODS
WORKSHOP:
HANDS-ON
SOURDOUGH
Elisabeth
Fekonia

2:30PM – 5:30PM

village games

$75PP

VILLAGE GAMES

KOMBUCHA
FLAVOURING
AND HANDSON FIRE CIDER
TONIC MAKING
Sarah Lantz &
Buchi Brew Co. &
Fermentary
2:00PM - 3:00PM

$60PP

BILUM
WEAVING
Ranu James

8:15AM - 10:15AM

$42PP

CAT’S CLAW
WOVEN BASKET

Kris Martin

8:00AM - 10:00AM

$32PP

OVERNIGHT
CINNAMON
ROLLS PART 1
Elisabeth
Fekonia

6:00PM - 6:45PM

$25PP

CLAY SLAB
BONSAI POT
Sisterhood of the
Travelling Plants

fixation

$12PP

fixation

10

10:00AM -12NOON

11

8:15AM - 10:15AM

BEESWAX
WRAPS
Christina
Haralampou

CAT’S CLAW
HANGING PLANT
BASKET
Kris Martin
10:45AM -12:45PM

$32PP

SCULPTING
FEATHERS FOR
HATS AND
HEADPIECES
Kirsten Fletcher

11:00AM - 1:00PM

$38PP

BILUM
WEAVING
Ranu James

1:45PM - 3:45PM

LEAVES AND
FLOWERS:
DRAWING
BOTANICALS
Sandra Temple
1:45PM - 3:45PM

SCULPTING
FEATHERS FOR
HATS AND
HEADPIECES
Kirsten Fletcher
1:30PM - 3:30PM

$38PP

$32PP

LEARN TO KNIT
YOUR OWN
WOOLLEN
BEANIE
Margaret and
John Hildebrand

TREES IN A
LANDSCAPE: PEN
AND WASH
Sandra Temple
4:15PM - 6:15PM

$32PP

RAG RUGGING
Christina
Haralampou
4:30PM - 6:30PM

$32PP

4:30PM - 6:30PM
$42PP

BRAZILIAN COMMUNITY TREE PLANTING

CREATURES OF
THE NIGHT
Christopher Carr
7:30PM - 9:30PM

crafty bar

DUNGEONS
AND
DRAGONS
Drinking &
Dragons
7:30PM-10:30PM

sessions bar

MEAD MAKING
Raymond Mancy

ALL IN’ SESSION

10:00PM 12MIDNIGHT

Justus
Klinkhamer

2:00PM - 4:00PM

2

field trips meet
at discoverylab

3

The

4

WATER
INVERTEBRATES
QUEST

THE SECRET
LIFE OF MOSSES
FIELD TRIP
Andrew Franks

5

WILDLIFE FIELD
TRIP
Darryl Jones

6

11:00AM - 12NOON

12NOON - 1:00PM

SPIDERQUEST
Robert Whyte

2:00PM - 3:00PM

BUTTERFLY
AND OTHER
INVERTEBRATES
WANDER

RAINFOREST
WANDER
Robert Price and
Lui Weber

7:30PM-9:00PM

$80PP

7
8
9

3:00PM - 4:00PM

THE FROG
QUEST
Jean-Marc Hero
6:00PM - 7:00PM

sessions bar

sessions bar ‘

1

Peter Macqueen
and Christopher
Carr
3:00PM - 4:00PM

’NEXT GEN’ IRISH
TUNES
8:00PM - 9:00PM
IRISH TUNES
9:00PM - 10:00PM

1:00PM - 2:30PM

11:00AM - 12NOON

pond

meet behind
session bar

12

TREATMENT
PLANT TOUR
Ben Kele

Aquabugologists

$60PP

$10PP

meet at forest
woodfordia
SEWAGE

CAR UPKEEP
AND REPAIR

3:30PM - 5:00PM

5:30PM - 7:00PM

9:00AM - 6:00PM

fixation

$42PP

MISO MAKING
Sarah Lantz &
Buchi Brew Co. &
Fermentary

COCONUT
MUSHROOM
SOUP TO SIP
Dominique Liv
Kamal

9

FLARE AND
REPAIR
Carol Wilmot

CAR UPKEEP
AND REPAIR
Justus
Klinkhamer

$42PP

4:00PM - 5:30PM

8

9:00AM - 4:00PM

11:15AM – 1:15PM

sessions bar

7

WOODFORDIA
COMMUNITY
ZINE
Jeremy Staples

$35PP

$45PP

FIXATION &
FIELD TRIPS
fixation

10:30AM -12NOON

12:30PM - 2:00PM

$POA

12:15PM - 1:15PM

PICKLING AND
PRESERVING:
AWARDWINNING
MARMALADE
(WITHOUT
PECTIN)
Ugly Duck
Preserves

TINY FOOD
GARDENS
Merit Femino

10:00AM - 5:00PM

HOURLY

SCOTTISH
TUNES

THE
SCRIBE

$10PP

10:45AM - 1:45PM

11:00AM - 12NOON

TASTING
SESSIONS

PAPER
HOUSE

8:00AM - 8:45AM

sessions bar

crafty bar

THE
STUDIO

WHAT’S
IN YOUR
MORNING
CUPPA?
Dominique Liv
Kamal

crafty bar pods

10:30AM - 1:30PM

Saturday 4 May

PLEASE BOOK YELLOW SHADED WORKSHOPS OR CLASSES
ONLINE AS PLACES ARE LIMITED
WWW.THEPLANTINGFESTIVAL.COM/WORKSHOPS
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11
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Sunday 5 May							

FOREST
WOODFORDIA

THE
GROVE

LILLY
PILLY

BUNYA

7

11
12
1
2
3
4

THE
MAKER

GATHER AT THE BUNYA STAGE

BOOK ONLINE OR AT FOREST WOODFORDIA SAT SUN 8:00AM-8:30AM

Andrew Maitland

8:00AM - 10:00AM

NATIVE
ORCHIDS
Bob Bell,

David Arhens and
Celia Duffy
8:00AM - 10:00AM

CYCADS
PLANTING
PROJECT
Grahame and
Cathy Jackson

8:00AM - 10:00AM

NATIVE
GRASSES
Paul Songhurst

8:00AM - 10:00AM

RARE AND
ENDANGERED
SPECIES
Robert Price

8:00AM - 10:00AM

TREEHUGGING
KIDS
Fiona Davy and
Caroline JeffreysRady

8:00AM - 10:00AM

SISTERHOOD
OF THE
TRAVELLING
PLANTS

David Ahrens and
Celia Duffy

5

THE
BOWERBIRD

WOODFORDIA ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
TREE SHAPING

10

TINKER &
THE TAILOR
DISCOVERYLAB

PLANTING FOR ALL - 8:00AM - 10:30AM

8
9

SEED &
ZOMETOOLS

8:00AM - 10:00AM

7:30AM - 8:00AM

WOODFORDIA’S
RENEWABLE
ENERGY

7:00AM - 8:00AM

CREATIVE MUSIC
FOR EVERYONE
The Joy
Dispensary
10:45AM - 12:15PM

CREATING
FROG PONDS
ALMOST
ANYWHERE

Sean Morrow

10:30AM - 11:30AM

12:30PM - 1:30PM

SPARE HARVEST
IN CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
Helen Andrew
1:45PM - 2:35PM

11:45AM - 12:35PM

1:00PM - 1:50PM

CAPTURING A
LIFE: MEMOIR
WRITING
WORKSHOP
2:00PM - 3:00PM

AROMA YOGA
Michelle Coates
3:15PM - 4:15PM

SILENT FILM
WITH LIVE
MUSIC
Ron West

6

Tullara

5:15PM - 6:15PM

POWER,
POLITICS, THE
PRESS - AND
THE WOMAN
PROBLEM:
WHY DOES IT
MATTER?

• Kathy McLeish
• Cathie
Schnitzerling
• Laura Chalmers
• Danielle Cronin
• Cath Webber
1:45PM - 2:45PM

FESTIVAL
DIRECTOR’S
REPORT

with

Good Tunes

SILVER RING
RABKA Gold &
Silversmiths
$68PP

MACRAME
PLANT
HOLDERS
Jane Little

tinker

$38PP

8:30AM - 10:30AM

SILVER RING
RABKA Gold &
Silversmiths

10:30AM - 12:30PM

seed

PUPPET
MAKING
Sol Puppetman

12:30PM - 2:30PM
$48PP

ZomeTools

GEODESIC
ARCHITECTURE
WITH
ZOMETOOL
• Dave Keenan
• Brian Von
Herzen
• Nici Long
3:00PM - 5:00PM

tinker

PENDANT OR
EARRING
RABKA Gold &
Silversmiths
2:30PM - 3:30PM

$52PP

9

8:00PM - 8:50PM

7:45PM - 8:45PM

Totally
Gourdgeous

10

9:15PM - 10:15PM

Ironing
Maidens

Mànran

7:30PM - 8:20PM

Kate Burke
and Ruth
Hazleton

8:40PM - 9:30PM

9:30PM - 10:30PM

Caravãna Sun

10:00PM - 11:00PM

11

50

$32PP

8:00AM - 10:00AM

$38PP

PUPPET
MAKING
Sol Puppetman
3:30PM - 5:30PM
$48PP

11:00AM - 1:00PM

$38PP

HANDMADE
NATURAL BODY
CARE: CREAM,
SCRUB AND
BALM
Ali McGann

10:45AM - 12:45PM

POLYMER CLAY
EARRINGS
Shannon Gibbs

10:45AM - 12:45PM

$32PP

$38PP

4:30PM - 6:30PM

$68PP

discoverylab

BIODISCOVERY
PROJECT
David Haynes &
Sarah Tuszynska
10:30AM 12NOON

DIY SYNTH
MACHINES
Ironing Maidens
1:45PM - 3:45PM

TINY GARDENS
Merit Femino
1:30PM - 3:30PM

$32PP

$38PP

RESIN BANGLES
Nature’s Forge –
Anita Baills
1:45PM - 3:45PM

$38PP

discoverylab

FROG I.D.
Jean-Marc Hero

11:00AM - 11:50AM

discoverylab

SOIL
UNDERWORLD
Jeremy Bradley

discoverylab

FUNGI I.D.
Sandra Tuszynska
and Wayne
Boatwright
2:00PM - 2:45PM

pond

Taraf Tambal

8:00AM - 10:00AM

SILVER RING
RABKA Gold &
Silversmiths

1:00PM - 1:50PM

seed

MACRAME
PLANT
HOLDERS
Jane Little

tinker

BONFIRE
MARIO: QUEEN
OF MOTIVATION
Mario, Queen of
the Circus

POLYMER CLAY
VASES AND
VESSELS
Shannon Gibbs

$68PP

GEODESIC
ARCHITECTURE
WITH
ZOMETOOL

5:30PM - 6:30PM

8

8:15AM - 10:15AM

HANDMADE
NATURAL BODY
CARE: CREAM,
SCRUB AND
BALM
Ali McGann

11:30AM - 1:30PM

• Dave Keenan
• Brian Von
Herzen
• Nici Long

BUSH DANCE

5:15PM - 6:45PM

$32PP

SEAWEED AND
FOOD
Brian Von Herzen

11:00AM -12NOON

4:15PM - 5:15PM

7

8:30AM - 11:30AM

ZomeTools

3:10PM - 4:00PM

film

HAND
LETTERING
Rob Clark

ARCHIE
ROACH IN
CONVERSATION
Sean Sennett

Runaway
Belles

3:00PM - 4:00PM

seed

10:00AM - 10:50PM

12:15PM - 1:15PM

Penelope
Swales

Sean Sennett
FIND YOUR
VOICE:
AUSTRALIA’S
HUMAN RIGHTS
RECORD
REVIEWED
Peter Harney

• Jarra Hicks
• Tom Morris
• Steve Hoy

SOIL C QUEST

Guy Webb
THE NEW
NATURE
Tim Low

tinker

Angel Strings

YIN YANG
MORNING
FLOW
Kaya Slater
and The Joy
Dispensary

discoverylab

SPIDER I.D.
Robert Whyte

3:00PM - 3:45PM

discoverylab

BIOQUEST
WRAP SESSION
David Haynes
5:30PM - 6:15PM

THINE ART
BELOVED
Dr Sketchy’s
Anti-Art School
4:30PM - 6:30PM

$38PP

KOKEDAMA
Housemade
Projects

4:15PM - 6:15PM

$38PP

RESIN RING AND
EARRINGS
Nature’s Forge –
Anita Baills
4:15PM - 6:15PM

$32PP

						

						
OUT ON
WOODFORDIA
meet at forest
woodfordia
BIRDWALK
Roy
Sonnenburg

7:00AM - 8:00AM

CRAFTY &
SESSIONS
BAR

10:00AM - 11:00AM

SINGING FOR
EVERYONE
Carl Pannuzzo

10:30AM - 11:30AM

sessions bar

UKULELE
WORKSHOP

11:00AM -12NOON

crafty bar

SUSTAINABLE
BREWING

amphi

JINIBARA SPEAR
THROWING
Uncle Noel Blair
11:00AM-12NOON

Helios
Brewing
Company

12NOON - 12:50PM

CEREMONY:
PLANT SEEDS
FOR YOUR
FUTURE
Sacred Union
Labyrinth

11:30AM-12:30PM

1:00PM - 5:00PM
HOURLY

ELECTRONIC
ARCHITECTS GIRLS TO THE
FRONT PART TWO
Sven Dowideit
LIMITED TO
PARTICIPANTS
FROM PART 1

GOURMET
JAFFLE MAKING
Matt Golinski

ELECTRONIC
ARCHITECTS PART TWO
Sven Dowideit

10:45AM - 11:45AM
$25PP

10:00AM – 1:00PM
LIMITED TO
PARTICIPANTS
FROM PART 1

AUSTRALIAN
TRADITIONAL
DANCE TUNES

3:00PM - 4:00PM

2:30PM - 3:30PM

labyrinth

sessions bar

LABYRINTH
WALK TO
MUSIC
Sacred Union
Labyrinth

GOOD TUNES
3:45PM - 4:45PM

$10PP

$42PP

PICKLING AND
PRESERVING:
CHUNKY
TOMATO
RELISH
Ugly Duck
Preserves
$35PP

8:15AM - 10:15AM

CAT’S CLAW
HANGING PLANT
BASKET

Kris Martin

8:00AM - 10:00AM

$32PP

COME KIMCHI
WITH ME
Sarah Lantz &
Buchi Brew Co. &
Fermentary
12:30PM - 2:00PM
$60PP

10:00AM - 5:00PM

WILD FOOD
FORAGING
AND USE
Matt Golinski

PASTA MAKING
Giancarlo
Molinaro

2:30PM - 4:30PM

CLAY SLAB
BONSAI POT
Sisterhood of the
Travelling Plants
8:15AM - 10:15AM

$12PP

BEESWAX
WRAPS
Christina
Haralampou

$32PP

MIXED MEDIA
PAINTING
Artfolk

11:00AM - 1:00PM

$38PP

LEARN TO KNIT
YOUR OWN
WOOLLEN
BEANIE
Margaret and
John Hildebrand
1:45PM - 3:45PM

$42PP

LEAVES AND
FLOWERS:
DRAWING
BOTANICALS
Sandra Temple

MIXED MEDIA
PAINTING
Artfolk

1:30PM - 3:30PM

$38PP

1:45PM - 3:45PM

$28PP

4:30PM - 6:30PM

$42PP

TREES IN A
LANDSCAPE: PEN
AND WASH
Sandra Temple

RAG RUGGING
Christina
Haralampou

$32PP

$32PP

4:15PM - 6:15PM

4:30PM - 6:30PM

$80PP

7:30PM - 9:30PM

PLEASE BOOK YELLOW SHADED WORKSHOPS OR CLASSES
ONLINE AS PLACES ARE LIMITED
WWW.THEPLANTINGFESTIVAL.COM/WORKSHOPS

7:30PM - 10:30PM

sessions
bar ‘ALL IN’

SESSION

8:00PM - 10:00PM

11

1:00PM - 2:30PM

12

SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT TOUR
Ben Kele

fixation

1
2

field trips meet
at discoverylab

THE SECRET
LIFE OF MOSSES
FIELD TRIP
Andrew Franks

3

FUNKY FUNGI
AND OTHER
LIFE QUEST
Sandra Tuszynska
and Wayne
Boatwright

4
5

1:00PM - 2:00PM

GO UNDERGROUND, BUILD
A COMPOSTING
GARDEN
Andrew Hayim
De Vries
1:00PM - 1:50PM

6
7

2:00PM - 3:00PM

pond

DUNGEONS
AND
DRAGONS
Drinking &
Dragons

meet at forest
woodfordia

SPIDERQUEST
Robert Whyte
BONFIRE

CREATURES OF
THE NIGHT
Christopher Carr

10

WILDLIFE FIELD
TRIP
Darryl Jones

5:00PM - 6:30PM

crafty bar

CAR UPKEEP
AND REPAIR
Justus
Klinkhamer

10:30AM -11:30AM

4:30PM - 5:30PM

meet behind
sessions bar

fixation

11:00AM -12NOON

BILUM
WEAVING
Ranu James

FERMENTING
HONEY
MEAD AND
CHAMPAGNE
Raymond Mancy

9

9:00AM - 6:00PM

CAR UPKEEP
AND REPAIR
Justus
Klinkhamer

$30PP

4:00PM - 5:30PM

FLARE AND
REPAIR
Carol Wilmot

2:00PM - 4:00PM

VILLAGE GAMES

5:30PM - 6:30PM

10:45AM - 12:45PM

$42PP

village games

OPEN MIC
NIGHT

CAT’S CLAW
WOVEN BASKET
Kris Martin

3:00PM - 4:00PM

$45PP

8

10:00AM -12NOON

11:15AM – 1:15PM

COOKING WITH
BEER
Brouhaha
Brewery

VILLAGE
BUILDING

TIN WHISTLE
WORKSHOP

JINIBARA SPEAR
THROWING
Uncle Noel Blair

BILUM
WEAVING
Ranu James

10:30AM -12NOON

12:30PM - 2:00PM
$70PP

sessions bar

7

fixation

9:00AM – 12NOON

1:30PM – 2:15PM

amphi

FIXATION &
FIELD TRIPS

9:00AM - 4:00PM

HERBAL
TEAS FOR
WINTERTIME
WELLNESS
Dominique Liv
Kamal

8:00AM - 8:45AM

$POA

sessions bar

THE
SCRIBE

DROP IN

$25PP

SCOTTISH
TUNES

TASTING
SESSIONS

PAPER
HOUSE

WOODFORDIA
COMMUNITY
ZINE
Jeremy Staples

7:00AM - 7:45AM

12:15PM - 1:15PM

labyrinth

Sunday 5 May

THE
STUDIO

fixation

sessions bar

crafty bar

MORTAR &
PESTLE

OVERNIGHT
CINNAMON
ROLLS PART 2
Elisabeth
Fekonia

CAPTIVATING
CLIMATE
CONVERSATION
Jenny Riesz and
Nell Azuri

crafty bar
WOODFORD
BIRD CALLS
Roy Sonnenburg

SHARMY’S
KITCHEN

crafty bar pods

10:30AM - 1:30PM

gabion walls

A VILLAGE
CALLED

SPECIAL WEEDING SESSION MONDAY
meet at forest woodfordia
WEEDFORDIA
with Donna Farrell

BUTTERFLY
AND OTHER
INVERTEBRATES
WANDER
Peter Macqueen
and Christopher
Carr
3:00PM - 4:00PM

8
9

FROG PONDS
WORKSHOP
Sean Morrow

4:00PM - 5:30PM

THE FROG
QUEST

10

6:00PM - 7:00PM

11

Jean-Marc
Hero

7:00AM-8:00AM
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Information
HOW TO GET THERE

Driving from south: drive along
the Bruce Highway from Brisbane.
Turn left at Highway 85 (to
Kilcoy) and follow the D’Aguilar
Highway to Woodford. Travel four
kilometres after Woodford and
turn right towards Beerwah, travel
one kilometre, then turn left into
Woodrow Road.
Driving From north: turn off the
Bruce Highway at Exit 152 (Kilcoy),
just short of the Caboolture
turnoff, and follow the D’Aguilar
Highway to Woodford. Travel four
kilometres after Woodford and
turn right towards Beerwah, travel
one kilometre, then turn left into
Woodrow Road.

WEATHER

Expect mornings to be cool and
evenings chilly to cold. The days
can range from sunny to quite hot
with the possibility of rain. Pack
accordingly.

FIRES

The Fire Circles are monitored by
volunteers. They will be lit as the
sun sets and extinguished between
midnight and 2AM. We ask for your
cooperation in keeping children safe
around the fires. Please don’t light or
put timber on the fires.

FOOD

Food will be available in the festival
precinct from Friday evening to
Monday morning for reasonable
prices. You’re also welcome to bring
your own cooking facilities to ensure
you keep your strength up over the
weekend – gas cooking only.

WATER

Water is a precious commodity at
Woodfordia. We would appreciate all
patrons helping us conserve water
by limiting themselves to one short
shower per day and check that taps
are not left running or dripping.
Please no fires in the campgrounds. All tap water on-site is drinkable
CAMPING
but for conservation and your own
Please follow the signs, read the map convenience please bring all the
drinking water you’ll need with you.
or ask for assistance before setting
up camp as there are designated
REUSABLE BAR CUPS
camping areas.
When you get a drink at the bar, we
Showers have been upgraded to
ask a $3 deposit for the cup - hold
hot water for patrons comfort for
on to it! When you return for another
the cooler nights. All amenities are
drink, your cup will be exchanged for
adequate but basic.
a clean cup at no charge. When you
• There is no electricity available on- are done with your cup, return it at
any Top Up station or bar for a $2
site for patrons’ campsites unless
refund. You can also ask for a ‘golden
ONELESSCAR @ WOODFORDIA
they require it for life support
ticket’ at the end of the night instead
equipment (contact the office).
CYCLING
of taking your cup back to camp.
•
There
is
no
site
lock-up
so
all
Take your bicycle on the train to
The next day, exchange your ‘golden
Beerwah, Beerburrum or Caboolture valuables remain the responsibility
ticket’ for a fresh cup.
of the camper. We suggest you
stations, and then it’s a 25 to 30
lock them in your car, which can be RECYCLING
kilometre ride to Woodfordia.
parked next to your camp.
Plastic bottles, all firm plastics,
Detailed route descriptions are on:
aluminium cans, trays & foil, liquid
www.woodfordfolkfestival.com/
• Please do not drive on site paperboard (milk & juice cartons),
prepare/getting-here/by-bicycle.html consider using a bicycle.
dry paper and dry cardboard, tins and
There will be a car-free camping area LANDFILL
glass bottles ALL go in the YELLOWclose to the precinct for those who
Please think carefully before putting lidded recycling bins. If camping,
come by bicycle.
anything into a RED lidded landfill
please recycle as much as possible
We will also have bicycle parking
bin. Only put non-compostable and
using the recycling stations and bag
near the entrances to the precinct so non-recyclable items in these bins–
your landfill waste (but not your
you may want to bring your pushie to things like plastic bags, nappies and recycling).
get from your camp to the precinct. Styrofoam.
PLEASE BRING
Please, no cycling in the precinct.
COMPOSTING
If you are joining the environmental
CARPOOL
The composting bins have a GREEN projects please wear closed in
Carpooling is a great low impact way lid. Please place ALL organic waste
shoes, sunscreen, hats and gloves.
to get to the festival. We recommend as well as all plates, cups and cutlery Secateurs, mattocks, forks and
visiting www.coseats.com for more from food vendors into the GREEN- plant identification knowledge are
info.
lidded bins.
welcome.
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SAFETY GUIDELINES

The festival site is a 500 acre
property. The site is developed into
parklands dedicated to the arts and
humanities, however it is still a
bushland setting and we request for
your own health and safety that you
follow these guidelines:
• Footwear is strictly compulsory.
Be aware of the possibility of snakes,
stinging plants and insects.
• Watch your footing. This is a
bushland site and the ground is
uneven.
• Please stay within the festival
grounds. Do not enter forestry area
or neighbours’ property.
• No swimming in dams. Water
quality is not suitable for swimming.
• Plastic, sharp objects, cans and
cigarette butts all endanger native
wildlife, please dispose of them
thoughtfully.
• Children must be supervised at all
times. You are in the bush.
• Remember - hollow logs, old
tyres and gullies may be the habitat
of snakes, insects, birds and other
animals. Please leave them alone.

MONEY AT THE FESTIVAL WRISTBANDS & ATM

Your wristband is like your very own
Woodfordian Wallet (or debit card)
so you don’t have to carry your wallet
around with you though you may
still need ID in the bars. You can put
money on your wristband at one of
our Top Up Stations using EFTPOS,
credit card or cash at no charge, or
top up online for a small fee. You can
use your wristband to pay for drinks
at our bars, purchases from The Pod
and at participating food and craft
stalls. All bars only take wristband
payments and do not accept cash or
EFTPOS.
Don’t worry, any remaining money
on your wristband is fully refundable
during the festival or online after the
festival (until 19 May 2019).
There will be an ATM on site available
for cash out.

FESTIVAL TICKETS

To purchase a Planting Ticket please
go online www.theplantingfestival.com
or call reception on 07 5496 1066. All
tickets must be puchased online or
by phone prior to arrival.
TICKET
TYPE

PRE-PURCHASE UNTIL
2ND MAY

ONLINE
PRICE
DURING
FESTIVAL

SEASON
Adult
$135
$150
Youth
$63
$70
Child (6 - 12 )
$27
$30
SEASON WITH CAMPING
Adult
$176
$195
Youth
$86
$95
Child (6 - 12 )
$36
$40
DAY (SAT OR SUN)
Adult
$86
$95
Youth
$41
$45
Child (6 - 12 )
$18
$20
DAY WITH CAMPING (SAT OR SUN)
Adult
$113
$125
Youth
$59
$65
Child (6 - 12 )
$27
$30
FRIDAY NIGHT
Adult
$59
$66
Youth
$24
$27
Child (6 - 12 )
$7
$8
FRIDAY NIGHT WITH CAMPING
Adult
$86
$96
Youth
$42
$47

• The programme is subject to
change.
• We regret that we cannot accept
responsibility or liability for theft,
loss or injury (even resulting in
loss of life) on this site under any
circumstances. Attendance at the
festival and camping/caravanning or
parking is at your own risk.
• No busking.

ACCESSIBILITY

The Planting welcomes people
with disabilities. We are constantly
working on ways to improve the site
and the experience for all but we do
need to advise that the festival site
does offer some challenges for those
with mobility problems. The event
is held on a rural property (an old
dairy farm) and the terrain is often
uneven and/or sloping. The pathways
are either dirt or gravelled and can
be difficult to negotiate for people
in wheelchairs or with mobility
problems. The accessible amenities
blocks provided are clean and sturdy,
but basic. If you feel that you would
benefit from the support of a carer
while you are at The Planting, it may
be possible for the carer to receive
a complimentary ticket. Such tickets
Child (6 - 12 )
$16
$18
are allocated on a needs basis. For
Note: Plus online booking and transaction fee.
more info please email
info@theplantingfestival.com

FESTIVAL PRECINCT
OPENS 5PM FRIDAY

GATE/TICKETING HOURS:

• Friday 11am - 9pm
• Saturday 7:30am - 8pm
• Sunday 7:30am - 6pm
• Festival wristbands must be worn
at all times.
• Festival tickets are non-refundable.
• Illegal drugs will not be tolerated.
• Definitely no pets on site.
• This is a licensed event - BYO
alcohol will NOT be permitted in the
festival precinct.
• Sound/video recordings of
performances cannot be made
without prior written consent of
festival organisers.

FIRST AID

For minor incidents requiring first
aid, please visit The Pod or the
Medical Centre near General Store.
We also recommend you bring a
small first aid kit with you as they are
very useful in the unlikely event of an
accident.
IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY
PLEASE CALL 000
then call our Site Manager on
0427 413 629
immediately so that quick access
for emergency vehicles can be
arranged.
Woodfordia address:
87 Woodrow Rd, Stanmore 4514
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Cave Urban is a Sydney-based grassroots
design collaborative. We focus on learning and
sharing ideas in response to environmental
and social issues using local, organic, recycled
and recyclable materials. We have a particular
interest in using locally sourced bamboo in
art and construction and have built numerous
installations on site at Woodfordia.

WOODFORDIA’S BAMBOO PLANTATION
IS WATERED WITH ARRIS TREATED
RECYCLED WATER.
WWW.ARRIS.COM
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Jessica Bloom............................................9
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Julian Grigg...............................................2
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Kathy McLeish.........................................10
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Sean Morrow....................................... 8,42
Sean Sennett ...........................................29
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Village Games.........................................27
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Planting Areas Map

Village Map
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